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Chapter I
fHE NEED FOE pniVER EDUCATION
In Peeemt^er, 19§1« the 0nite4 States eufferedi its
millionth fatal treiffie socident. This iiaml}dr surpasses
thres-ofold the total niiffilier of people killed in the tsajor
oetastrophes in the United States since 1@$5.^
I^e purpose of this thesis is to fit the state of
lontana into this national pioture, deserihe an approaoh
for lessening the nuaber of traffic aocidents, and deteriaine
whether the expense of this approach justifies continuing
and expanding the driver training program in the state.
In MontmA forty-nine schools have a driver training
progras}.^

contention that all high schools should have

such a program is made by many authorities, fresident
frunan has stated that....**One of the best things we can do
to produce safe drivers is the training of our high school
boys and girls. One-third of tiie eligible boys and girls
no« receive eoms kind of instruction in safe driving.

About

half of theee are getting training behind the wheel. Bieee
^national Safety Council, •Accident Facts,*
Condensed 19S0 Edition, Chicago, 111.
'^filllam King, lontana State High School Supervisor,
Helena, Montana, an interview, larch 3, 19SE.

ye«uagst@rs with driver training hav# only half aa many aoci*
dentf as those who have not had snob training. Thoeo oxeel*
lent raeords promise a great deal over the future*

jftnd

every boy and girl in hig^ sehool deserves the opportunity
to get that training."^
the First Nationai 6onferenee on Hi^ Sohool Driver
Iduoation reeoffifflended that <*l>ubliG high eohoole are respon
sible for teaohing students to operate automobiles skil*
fully, safely, and with enjoyment*

fffeotive driver eduoa*

tion eontributes to a number of the basie purposes of edu*
eation.* fhis conferenoe further recoraaended that "Driveredueation programs should be initiated by loeal school eysteas, under the authority of loeal and state boards of
eduoation. There should be no legislation requiring schools
to offer tuoh prograne, only legislation authorising the
inauguration and their expenditure of funds to finance
them."^
Sxpert automobile drivers emphasize the itaportanoe
of good driving attitudes as well as a thorough understand*
ing of traffie regulation9* ^e 1947 reports fron 24 states
showed that SS p«r oent of the drivers involved in fatal
aocidents tvere violating a traffie regulation at the time of
the aooident*

Fatal aeoidents in which this sane group of

%arry S. Truman, from an address at the President's
Highway Safety Conference, Washington, D.C., J^ne 13, 1951.
%irst National Conferenoe on High School Driver
Eduoation, a report, School and gooiety« '70J284, Oct., 1949.

drivers wa» involved raad® up ?2 p«r cent ©f all traffie
fatalities*
fhera is a ooneldierabla variation in tht reporting
of the different states* but the state whioh reported the
fewest violations still showed that 47 per oent of the
drivers were violating a traffio regulation at the tirae
of the aooident.
fwenty-five out of 100 driver® in fetal accidents
were violating a speed regulation.

these, 14 were «x»

oeeding a safe speed where there was no stated limit,
ten »ere reported as exoeeding a safe speed, although not
exeeeding the maxlaMffi speed liiait for the area.®
In the United States during 1950 there were 31,500
fatalities due to traffio aooldents. In lontana there were
20£»^ A suraaary of the aooident reports for the state
appears in fable I on page 4.
average person is likely to be confused by the
great variation In results reported by various studies,
these differences are probably due RKire to the nature of
the analyses made rather than differences in the quality
of instruotion given. Ideally, a study of this type should
oompare two groups of people who are exactly alike, except
that one group has taken a driving oourse and the other has
^•Aooident Facts," ojg,. cit.
&
"Yearly Malysis of Accident Reports," Montana
Highway patrol, Helena, Montana, 195f, p« 4.

TABLE I
A S^mABl OF lOMfANA fRAFFIC ACCISIHfS

BY mnms mniMQ isso

lontfa

Fereoas Drivers
Rgport«d. Hfgiilttag IaJ^re4 Inyolved

Sstiiiated
Daaagg

imu&ry

E95

IS

106

487

76,962.50

Fabryary

£10

f

76

314

63,150.00

iarah

2SS

fi

IE3

487

89,537.50

April

10

133

428

34,962.50

May

17

E14

1,089

164,062.50

Jii{ia

450

87

E40

S94

150,600.00

July

488

30

279

752

154,925.00

Allg\ISt

U$

13

218

730

138,475.00

Saptaiiibar 4tS

15

£2g

717

139,737.50

Ootobar

447

E3

£0£

656

135,050,00

Hovembar

§33

2S

ass

941

170,587.50

Daoembar

.W.

Ig

747

139.400.00

TOTALS

5

£0£

7,982 #1,507,750.00

«fMOTEs 'Kilf table was taken from "Taarly Malsrsis
©f Aeoident Raport®,* oi?. elt.» p« S.

not. Stich a study I0 InpractiGal* the nearest approaeh to
this ie Ksmdly made by ooraparing the records of trained and
untrained drivers In the same high school class. In review
ing the reeuilts of siaoh studies t the following factors should
be kept in minds
g«x • Since boys usually have »sny more accidents
than girlsI comparisons shottld be made between groiaps of the
saiae sex or groups with the sa^ percentage of boys In each*
Even if a ootirse were ineffective, a group of trained girls
would probably have a better record than untrained boys.
Any study which does not segregate the two sexes is
likely to be misleading, as there generally would be a
larger percentage of girls in the trained group than in the
untrained group.
Exposure

It would be desirable to oonpare two

groups with equal nilet of driving experienee under equal
driving oonditloni. Obviously^ this is impossible. As a
practical matter» about the best that can be done Is to
oo^are the two groups on the basis of months of driving
since reoelving a license or completing a driver education
course. Generally» the records for both trained lund un*
trained groups should be checked, beginning on the date
when the trained drivers oompleted their driving course.
Obviously, accidents and violations on record before the
course was completed should not be charged against the
trained students. By the saase token, it is not fair to
record accidents and violations for the untrained group

fer this

period t as this would be recording a longer

exposure period for the trained group than the untrained*
Generally, eomparieons should be nade only between groups
of licensed drivers*

Wille admittedly so^ driving is done

without a lieensei generally unlloensed persons are non*
drivers*
Interest and Attitude • Unfortunately, from a
statistical standpoint, the interest In driving of the
trained and untrained groups is not equal# sliuse fre<|uently
th^se enrolled in a eourse are students who are most inter*
estsd or have a real reason for learning to drive, ftlle
no studies of attitude have been {Qade, it Is quite likely
that students volunteering for a driving course have a
different attitude than those who do not volunteer to talce
a course*
Age * If t&e groups coaipsred are fros the ssuie high
school class, the ages are llltely to be about equal* Conparisons of a group of trained high school students should
not be made with drivers selected at random* It is well
itnown that young drivers have worse records than older
drivers*^
Sduoatlon * the groups coeipared should have about
equal education*

A high school driving class should not be

ooiopared with persons of the same age selected at random
frora the license files*

l^rsons selected at random would

^Table II on page 7 sho^s the ocouranoe of accidents
by age in Montana*

TABLI II
A SUMMABT OF 10NTAMA TBAFFIC ACCIDEIIT3
AGGOROIMS TO AQI DOBIMI itSO

DHIVlEf AGE

0. S. & County City
State k MurAl &
Hlf^Kisasr ^ads I93m

Fatal

14 years old and under

10

IS

7

30

3

IS yeart old

17

17

14

48

1

IS years old

iO

E3

49

13E

4

17 years old

70

43

64

177

4

18 years old

101

51

76

ESS

10

19 years old

144

40

84

£68

8

20 • 84 years old

750

823

38E 1,3S5

35

25 - 34 years old

1,120

£94

546 1,960

55

35 • 44 years old

684

im

380 1,17£

45

45 • $4, years ©Id

7S€

193

403 1,36E

35

&S and over

1S7

46

103

316

11

Not stated

396

132

406

934

0

4,243

1,S43

TOTAL

E,454 7,982 Ell

HOfis faken from •Hfearly Analysis of Aecident
Beports," ££• ojLt., p» XO.

•S"»
be less liktly te have a high sehool eiixeation.
ariving CoiiaitieMnig - fhe aeeidtnt rat# dep«isds
partly on driving eonditions. Aeeidants par mile of driving
in heavy eengastad traffie will be mora than in opan areas
whara thera i# littla traffie* For this raaeon, the two
groups should ba from th» same general area.
Ivan if the two groupt studied ware equal in every
reapeotp results ef different studies would not be the saote.
Some oourses might be more affaetive than others and would
thus show better results.
Approxifflately StOOO high schools in "fee United
States are now offering oomplete courses in driver adu*
oationt including behind-the-wheel practice driving# to a
quarter of a nillion students annually at a cost of about
thirty dollars per student,®

Is the ioiprovad driving record

worth this cost? In an effort to find the answer* an analy*
sis was made ef all known studies on the results of driver
training.
The results, while varying greatly and soraetlaes
negatively, clearly indicate that complete driver education
courses reduce traffic accidents at least one»half and in
ffiany cases, aoach more.

A susa^ary of this nation*wlde report

on the results of driver training oan be found on pages @
and 10.
®John Barber and W.JT, i>o»eroy, "Driver training Can
ba Organized for Full Utilization of Equipment and Per*
sonnal,* nations Schools, 43:32, January, 194$.

Rttsults of Driver Training^

In ^lzona« tlie nitoiber of high sobool etudents involved in fatal acoidents dropped from £3
in 1944 to 2 in li47. High sebool driver education
was started in 1944 and by 19S0, 50 of tlie 70 high
sebools in tbe state bad both olaesroota instruction
and behind-the-wbeel trainii^.
A study made during 1950 in Delaware showed
that untrained drivers had nearly 5 times as many
aooidents and 5 tiiaes as many arrests as a cooapar*
able group of trained drivers.
Two hundred adults completing a driving
eourse in Washingtont D.C.^ had one aeoident and
eight arrests for moving violations compared to
11 accidents and 4E arrests for an equal nuaber
of untrained drivers*
In Bloomington (Illinois) High School, the
untrained boys had over twioe as many aocidents as
the trained boys* and the untrained girls had about
four times as many aocidents as the trained girls.
A United study in Maryland did not show any
difference in the aooident records of the trained
and untrained boys, but the untrained boys had
about 50 per eent aore violations. The untrained
girls had about 40 per eent more aocidents than
the trained girls and twice as many violations.

Froffl 1941 to 1947, the Massachusetts hi^
schools offering driver education increased frosi
4d to £17. During this same period, personal in*
Jury aooidants involving IS and 17 year olds de*
ereased from 1203 to S4f«
In Michigan, untrained boys had about 11
per eent more aeoidents and three times as many
9
Asierioan Automobile Association, Traffic
Engineering & Safety Dept., Research Beport Ho. 39,
Washington 6, D.C., Novetaber £^1, l^^l.

•10vlolatlons per tho^isand siontbs of driving as the
trained heye. Trained girls h&4 sore aeeidenta and
violations than the entrained girls, but the number
was too 9{aall to be of smoh signifioance
In Caradent Hew Jertey, the untrained boye had
nearly twiee as ®»ny accidents and violations at
the trained boys.
Reports tmm widely scattered schools in Mew
York indicated that the trained boys had about at
laany accident# as the untrained boys but about half
a@ many violations eince they had received a 11*
cense* While very few of the trained drivers were
involved in accident© or violations before obtain
ing a license, many of the untrained drivers were
so involved.
In Cleveland, Ohio, trained high school boys
had half a® aiany accidente and 85 per cent as many
violations as the untrained drivers.
High school driver training was started at
Stillwater, Oklahoma, In 194S* During that year,
52 high school etudentt were involved in traffic
accidents compared to none in 1950. Durii^ this
period# accidents involving drivers of all ages
increased fron 402 to 553.
At Pennsylvania State College, a group of
trained drivers had five accidents while an equal
nuiaber of untrained drivers had thirteen accidents.
In Vermont, a group of untrained drivers had
seven tiaes as many accidents as an equal number of
trained drivers, fhile the trained drivers had no
violations, the drivers had nearly four tiroes as
siany accidents and ten tines as many violations as
an equal number of trained drivers.
tintrained boys in Racine, Wisconsin, had four
tiises as raany accidents and over twice as many a
arrests as a comparable trained group. In the case
of girls, the ratio for both accidents and arrests
was about S to 1 in favor of the trained group.

•11Gon»ideri»g that a comparatively email proportion
of the high sohools in Montana have introdaoed a driver
trainizig progren in their eurriculum, and since in mae^
cases the prograa hae been effective in other schools in
the United Stat«0t it seems desirahle to describe the
co\ir@e as it ie mw being taught and the costs that it
entaile. These descriptiont will be taken ^p in the ensu*
ing chapters.

CHAPfSB II
A couasE OF swm
In Montana tbere are two general types of ooitret

plant

in driver training.^

The first, and ©n» r«oom»

mendad by tlio Montana Highway Patrol» oonsists of both
elassroosi inetruetion and behlnd-the-wh.«el training.

The

geoond has merely olaseroois work and in many eaees the
driver training aspect is incorporated into a general
safety course.
fhe Affleriean Automobile Aseooiation has prepared a
general outline for a course of study which appears below,^
A ittore detailed description of the course appears later in
this chapter*
For ClaeirooCT I«Btruotioni
1. time «>
Five elaseroom periods per week for a
seraester* A miniiauia of EO hourt in the
olaserooia»
£• Teachers *
Carefully selected*

Interested in traffic

iCapt. Bodley B. Vaoura, Safety Director, Montana
Highway Patrol, personal interview, laroh 3, 1952.
^American Automobile Aeeociation, Traffic Mg. &
Safety Dept., Outline of RecoTOendationg for Driver Education
Courgeg in High 'Sohoole. *^'Waeh'in'g'ton
dTgT, 'I'^'sJS'J'
•1£-

•13#»
safety, with above-average driving skill
and teaohiag ability*
3. Student® At, or near, legal driving age,
4«

Claes else •
Sfflall enougli to permit maxifouai pupil ae*
tivity, and yet eo set up ae to provide
eeonoiay in luftruotional eost,

5. Squipment •
"Sportgmanlike Driving" text and its
teacher*® Maimal. Slrople testing devices.
Library of supplementary reading referenoeg. Driver training filrae. Objective
tests.
§• te@t@ Written examinations more rigid than
required by any etate for securing a
driver's license.
?. credit Credit, on satisfactory completion of tlie
oourse.
For Road Inttruotiont
1. tirae *
A rBinlmuBi of 20 houre In the car for

pupil* of %lileh 6 hours are behind
the wheel p.
2. leaeher® «
ieetlng the above standards for olassroooi
work, and, in addition, specially prepared
In the teohniques of giving behind-thevtieel Instruotion.
3. Students For feehind-tbe-«heei instruction, pupils
must be of legal driving age.
4. Praetioe groups •
Groups of not more than 4 pupils in behindthe*wheel instruction squads.
5. Equipment A dual-control training ear. Materials
needed to set up proper practice streets
and correct driving tests.

•146, Place •
Jto away-froffl-trafflc praotice cours# for
beginners. iJoriaal traffic environment
for the latter stages of the instr«otion»
7. Protection Adequate insurance protection for all con
cerned.
8»

Tests •
feets of driving ability toore rigid* than
those required by any state for securing
a driver's license.

Folloising are some simple practical suggestions on
fliateing instruction most effective. 1!1i0y will prove e®pe»
cially useful to the more inexperienced instructors.
It is necessary that drivers r turn home feeling
that the lesson they have juet completed wat well presented
in clsar, understand able terms and that the saethods of
presentation, demonstration, illustrations and the instruct*
or*s regard for the intelligence of the group were cofamendabl@i

Tbie is especially important as with truck and bus

driver classes, where meabere attend courses many tiajee on
their own tine, sacrificing valuable leisure time to pre
pare thefflselves to becotne good drivers*

They would quickly

sense time-wasting and inefficient teaching faethode. Re
sentment born in a few could spread through the entire
class to the detrifflent of both the instructor and the EUOces8 of the course. The following "Eeeentiale of Effective
Teaching**^ siay be coneidered as fiuggested checkliete to help.
^Institute of public Safety, Pennsylvania State
College,
for Making Ingtruotion loet Effective«**
State College, Pa., isil.

fhey ar« divided into tw© growiptj (A) Before Meeting with
Claseeg. and (B) %ille Meeting with Slasees*
<A,) Before Meeting with Classes.
1. Be prepared—knew your tubjeot—be enthu*
eiastie—believe in what you teaoh.
Z,

Have olearly in mind the objective for
eaoh presentation. Work out a plan to
make sure the objeotives are achieved.

3. Develop eaeh unit, using strong motivating
forcee. This is especially necessary for
the elaesroora gestione.
4. Lifflit ideas presented each period to a
very few. fh@ huaan mind ean gratp but
a few things at a time.
5. Flan each presentation with the thought in
mind of getting maximuai trainee partici
pation.
6.

M^e arrangeisente in advance for use of
visual elds equipment in order to elimin*
ate logt time and eonfusion.

t. Work out ti®e schedule for lecture part
and trainee participation.
CB.) While Meeting with Classes.
1. Be dynacaic—show some life. Modulate your
voice to avoid isonotone.
2. Be gycnpathetict have unusual patience and
reraain ealna regardless of what is happening.
3. Never humiliate any trainee before the class.
DonH indicate by your actions that a trainee
seems duiisb.
4. {lever talk down to the class« that is, avoid
insulting their intelligence.
5. Look at the different members of the class
during session*
6.

Avoid telling about your past experience—
the trainee will know if you are really
good—don't aave to tell thera.

-167. ivoid Biaimerisais wiiioh distract attention
@f elaet.
8. Avoid unimportant and non«>pertln@nt dieaussions or ones tbat are too long. Don't
allow vasts of time.
9»

Us© examples or stories that are within the
experience of the menbers of tiie olass to
elineb a point. Avoid telling stories jutt
for the fun of telling them.

10. Sketch the itea® on tho blaekboard, if poesihle* as the story is mfoiaed» if eketehes
oan be very eir^le and can be quioKly pre*pared, fhis prooedure gives the trainee an
opportunity to tee inoidents built up rather
than seeing the completed picture which is
often confusing. 7he sketchee should be
large enough so they are seen by everybody.
11. Use working models when available, this
technique makes learning and reraembering
easy.
12. Use lantern slides, sound-slide filias, raotion
pictures and other visual aids« but be sure
to follow the^ with questions and diaouesions. J^gt ehowing a picture or playing
records is not enough.
13. Bemonstrete each driving incident, then the
teaeher is not able to do this, the trainee
loses respect for him. Students are quick
to sense the armohair instructor.
14. Keep out all outside distracting noises as
far as possible.
15. Start and stop all classes on time.
IS. Consider the comfort of members of the class.
This includes heating, lighting, ventilation,
rest periods, toilet facilities, etc.

-17In outlining a ooure® of study for a twenty-hour
olassrooffl prograra the fundaiaental Idea behind all the in
struction should l3e *proper driving attitudes.""^ The paragraplis below contain a sussiary of nthat is taught and reoomlaended by the Montana Highway Patrol#^
Trie orientation period lasts an hour and eontaine
ft general indoctrination of the importance of good driving
bablte. fhe social, historical and economical background
of the automobile ie discussed, thus setting the scene for
the entire classroom phase of the training.

Appropriate

filias which m&y be used for the classroom are found in the
appendix of this thesis.
Early In the course a diagnostic test is given to
ascertain the general weak points of the class as a whole*
The author of this thesis has arbitrarily placed this phase
in the second period. Two saaiple questions taicen fro® a
general test of traffic and driving knowledge of the Amer
ican Automobile Association are listed below;
2. You are driving and are approaching an
intersection where there Is no traffic
officer or STOP-and-GO signal. At the
intersection, a person Is walicing across
the street on which you are traveling.
He is in a crosswalk, fho has the rightof-way?
A. I have
B. I have, if I blow ay horn
Orloub, Educational Consultant, Aaerican Auto
mobile Association, a lecture at Montana State University,
July, 1951.
s
Capt. Vacura, o£. cIt.

P*

Pea«etrlaii has
has

19< tthlob on# of the following will provo most
holpful In avoiding traffic aoQidents?
A* Peveloplng good driving habits
B. taamlng the traffic laws
Learning about the variotis parts
of an atitofsobile and what they
are for
D« developing a sense of boltoess or
fearlessness
iOioiit t«io hours are spent on the driver« his physical
oharaoteristlos and his attitti<lee. To explain individual
differenees in drivers and huoan oapaeities ae to reaotlon
to oertain driving stia^li a number of slnple aaohines are
available for olassrooai testing*

These devioes are desorib*

ed fully in Chapter XZI.
Bie amount of tlsie spent on the oonstruotion of the
oar varies with the interest of the students, fhree one
hour periods are reooniBended as adequate to acquaint the
votorist with the general raeohanies of the oar.

Another

hour is spent on proper naintenanoe*
Saoh student studies the lontana Vehicle Code ai^
is te.^ted en it* fwo or three hours is usually allotted to
this phase and, aany tiaes, law enforeement offioers are
invited to give informal talks to the students*
Before the student begins his behlnd^the-wheel
training, a thorough ii^ootrlnation on the fundamentals of
driving is given hia.

At least two hours are spent in

learning of the skills in the olty as compared with those
of the open road and the speoial skills of driving on ley

-19«
roads, at night or tinder other a^v@re@ eonditlons.
fwo ho^rs are spent difoxissing the prol3l@ffl@ of the
pediestrian, tha oyollst, eonetraetion of streets and high
ways, and map reading*
!l^r«e periods are allotted to student projects, this
tiise l}«ing taken up at various opportunities throughout the
entire course*
^e last tijree or four hours are used in studying
such social controls as education, engineering, enforcement,
courts and consumer education.
Behind»tiie-wheel instruction, of couree, is a very
important phase of the driver training course. The American
AutoiBOblle Association has published a driving guide in ten
separate lessons which should aid the instructor in teaohing
the mechanics of handling the oar. this guide appears in
the appendix of this thesis*
The purposes of the first lesson are to (1) review
the parts of the ear, (2) review the positions and uses of
the gauges, safety devices, and control devices, (3) review
the car systems, <4) review the checks a driver must laaKe
before he starts the engine and (5) practice the steps in
starting the engine*
For the second lesson, a quiet, straight street,
away from traffic is chosen.

The lesson consists of (1)

practicing the correct stopping signal,(2) learning the
gear^-shift positions, (3) practicing starting in low gear,
(4) practicing steering in a straight line and (5) stopping

•E0«
the oar from lew gear.
Th® third Issson consists of shifting from low to
second gear and praotloing the correct way to stop from
second gear. Before each of these leisone ie begun a re
view of %htt preirioue lessons is aocooiplished*
the student learns to shift smoothly from second to
high gear and to stop from high gear during the fourth les
son. these first practice periods do not usually last over
thirty minutes,
fhe fifth lesson consists of practicing shifting
fro® high to lower gears and learning the proper steps in
backing the car.
miere are four objectives to the sixth lesson and
they are to (I) learn to signal for turn®, (2) develop
sicill in making right and left turns, (3) practice handover-hai^ steering technique and (4) develop skill in turn
ing the car around.
During the seventh lesson the student learns to

(1) develop skill in parking parallel to the curb between
other cart, (8) pull out of a parallel-parked position and
(3) park at an angle to the curb and back out.
The eighth lesson consists of developing skill in
stopping, starting, and backing on an upgrade.
The student takes the car out on the open highway
during the ninth lesson and here the instructor checks his
general attitude and points out practices of other drivers.
During the tenth lesson the student gets practice

-£lDuring the tenth ieesozi thd student gete praetlee
In (1) getting the car int9 the street* (E) city drivit^«
(3) and driving at night.
feen these ten lessons have heen oosapleted, highway
patrolmen are notified and the students are given driver
teste#

ypon satisfactory ©ompletion of these tests most

schools award the student a certificate and driver's li
censee may be issued.

CHAPfSR HI
drive! thaininq SQUIPMEKT

In dmeribins th* equlpMnt need &y driver training
elassesi this author will attempt to cover all of the
better-known types of training aide. Only the larger school
gytteffls mn afford everything as desoribed here. However,
many inportant devioes have t)een developed to fsalce the pro
gram better and these iihould be made known.
the nest Important item is the dual control oar
which allows the instruetori sitting heside the student,
to partially oontrol the car by use of auxiliary clutch
and brake pedals.
High schools obtain their oars from local autoeoobile
dealers who furnish theia as a flieans of advertising, these
oars are either given outright to the school or furnished
without charge during the school year. It is Interesting
to note that the high schools in Montana, in spite of the
faot that many ooninunities are staall, have little difficulty
getting cars without cost fro® the looal oar dealers.^
Ifocedure for obtaining a dual control car through
^Capt» Bodley B. Vacura, Safety Director, Montana
Highway Patrol, personal interview, March 3, 195£.

Th* Ainerioaxi Automobile Aesooiation will be fQunA in the
appendix.
Atttoffiobile • The training «ar is usually
one with the oonventionel gear»shif€ sinee ^st students
will drive and own this type of ear later*

In ia©©t eases

the ears are in the le«8 expensive group but dual oontrol
equipment raay be secured for the larger oart whieh have the
automatie transniislons also* In a questionaire sent out
by the Ameriean Automobile Astoeiation of whieh 353 in*
struetore in tchoole using dual eontrol ears were afked if
they favored lettering the name of the sehool on the car*
of thoee replying E7E answered ^yee" and 66 answered "no."
The instruotors were asked if they preferred a distinctive
and outstanding color for driver training oars. £30 replied
"yes* and 1S4 replied "no."

A wide variety of colors was

suggested but there was a preference for grey and other
light colors*^
Dual Control • fhis device varies with the
type of ear used*

Controls are iiade especially for the more

popular makes of oars and universal controls may be obtained
whleh« with isodifieationst <!An be made to fit any ear.
Basically, they consist of braekets extending fro® the lower
edge of the dash to the fire wall which hold the aaln part
of the duel eontrol—-a bar inside a tube. Connections are
^American Autooiobile Association, Engineering &
Safety Dept., Research Heport Wo* 33, Washington 6, D.C.,
Aug. 23, 1949.

-24aaSe to tlie regtiXar pedale by means of speeial olamps
attached to tha pedal ehanks Just beIo« the pedal pads.
The car thus has two brake pedals and two elutoh pedale,
t^stinsL Squlpiaent - Like any other instrument,
driver training teste will have little value unless earefully given and properly Interpreted. They will liaprees on
the driver the Importance ©f pergonal eharaeteristies in
volved in driving, Arsons will realize that other drivers
have deficieneiee for whieb proper allowances muft be nade.
The tests will show deficiencies which in many cases can be
corrected or compensated for. mae results are helpful in
selecting drivers when considered with attitude| pertonal
habits, driving experience, accident record, intelligence,
knowledge of traffic regulation®, end mental and physical
health.
Illustrations of driver training equipment can be
found in the appendix.

A fuller explanation of the more

liflportant testing device# appears below.
Ighihara color vltioa tester consistt of a book
of plates with nutabere foraed by dots of one color on a
backgrouiKi of dots of another color. This test is given
under good indirect daylight and can determine color blind
ness to any color.

A mechanical color vision tester li

deecrlbed adequately in the appendix.
<3ii^t^anoe judg^aient tegt ie used to loeasure an
Individual*s ability to Judge relative distances by lining
up ffllniature cart side by side*

This teet allows the

-25Ingtrwetor to empiiaslse

danger of patting on the high

ways when other oars are approacaing.
4oaaliaancc teet determine® the uee of one
eye more than the other. Ifest people have one eye which is
somewhat stronger thaa the other. If one eye is extremely
dominant, objects on the side of the weaker eye oiay not
always be notloed*

/tlso, if oorreotion is not ratdet the

weaker eye may beeoaae weaker fro® lack of exercise.
An illuftration of the field of vision test can be
found in the appendix, fbe eyes oamot see details at the
sides but they can detect the presence of large objects.
In drivlngt it is issportant to detect pedestrians, vehicles
and other objects approaching fro« the right or left while
concentrating one's attention straight ahead. The field of
vision test aeasure in degree® bow far a person can notice
objeets to the right or left while looking straight ahead.
acuity test has been developed to Measure
three phases of visions (1) visual acuity, (g) ability to
see under dim illusiination and (3) ability to see under dim
illumination while facing a glaring light. The test gives
only a rough measure of ability to see under low illuffiination since it was designed for use under daylight coriditioiie.
fhe foot reaction tirner aeasures the time required
to move the foot from the accelerator to the brake pedal
after a light appears.

When a pendulum is released, it

turns on a red light and moves en Indicator over a dial.
When the subject reacts by stepping on the brake, the

indtoetor is stopped m the time aan be reed*

Other, more

elaborate timere are made, some of which are illustrated
in tlie appendix*
hand dynaiBoeeter givee some indieation of gen
eral strength, by raeasuring the strength of grip in kilo*
graffl©. In the noraiai operation of a car in good condition,
little strength is required, but in an eaiergeney, mich a«
a blowout, strength may be an important factor.
teaching Aide - Many of the working models
available to the instructor are nothing more than "interest
getters*. Some, however. Illustrate the mechanics of the
oar that could not otherwise be shown to the etudent.

The

model of a car cylinder gives the student an idea as to the
working of the piston, crankshaft and timing gears. The
transmission model is a miniature of a conventional trans*
mission, fhe steering i»odel and the clutch model are both
effective in mechanical and behind-the-wheel instruction.
Other teaching aids can be obtained from autoaobile man
ufacturers without charge. These consist of charts showing
the aechanics of the motor, pamphlets containing safe driv
ing tips and posters that can be used by the school safety
coimittees.
A chert showing one method for marking a street as

an aid in testing maneuvering skill is shown in the appen
dix. By the use of stanchions with brightly colored flags,
the instructor gives the student practice in making turns
and in parking properly.

CHAPTEB IV
TSACHSH REQ0I8SM,SNfS
Aft«r an inetruetor ha® been conduotlng a driver
ftduoation and training eouree, ba should have a fair id@a
of th® &munt of training a taaehar naeds. Instructors
were asked to estimate the amount of training they had
actually rectived and the amount believed desirable*

The

arverage results are given in fable III on page 29,
The average instructor reported that about twelve
per cent more olassroon work; in driver education than he
received would be desirable. In comparison with this he
also reported that classroom instruction pertaining to
b@hind«theoWheel training should be increased forty»five
per cent and actual time spent on the street increased
eighty*two per cent. In other words the average instructor
in the field believes that much greater emphasis should be
given to behind-the»wheel practice.
itiile most Intensive teacher training courses are
of forty hours duration and the average teacher reporting
had received forty-four hours, it is obvious in the opinion
of these teachers that the intensive teacher training
courses should be substantially increased up to an average
-27•

•28©f fifty-seven and a half hours. This could be »ccompllshed
by a two-week, lO-day course with elx hours of Instruction
dally.
In a few eases, Inetractors have taken an intensive
teacher training ©ourse over five years ago and have had no
subsequent training or experience In this field. Instruct
ors were asked if they considered suoh a person qualified
to teach driver education and training. Of the replies
received twenty-six per cent answered "yes" and seventy-four
per cent answered "no".^
A copy of one of these short Intensive eourses In
l^ntana appears In the appendix*

This course Is floillar In

eontent to that given in the college at Bozeisan and the
university at Missoula during the six-week sumaer session.
However, In the six-week course the prospective driver
trainer takes a person who does not know how to drive and
teaches that student with supervision from the college
instructors*

This procedure takes more time and Is more

beneficial to the prospective teacher than the method de
scribed in the flve-dey intensive course.

^American Automobile Association, Engineering &
Safety Peyt., Research Beport ^o. 33* Washington 6, D.O.,
Aug. E3, 1949,""p»""^-
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fAlLE III
STAMDiiaDS FOR TSACHER fRAlNI» COOBSES
Cloe^ Hoiirg of lagtruotlop
Aotuall;^
Roottved
1. Hours of claserooie
instruetion partaia*
Ing to driver eduo*
fttlon.
27•£
E»

Honrs of olassrooa
instrtiotioB p«rGain
ing to feofelna-the*
whaal training Meth
od®.
lO.t

Boiievedi
Dosiratolo

Per mn%
Xnoraase

50*4

15.7

4i^

4»l

U»4

BBi

44.0

57.5

Ui

3. Hours spent on tha
straet in the otjservation of demonstra
tions of and aotual
praotioa of teaohing
%ehind-the-iiheel lesTOTAL

NOfls Taken frora ^erican Automobile Association*
Traffic Engineering & Safety Dept., Research Report No. 39.
Washington
B.C., Movesaber El» 1951.

Qmptm V

COST OF miVIB S13UGATI0N COUBSSS
tbt relative cost of operating a 4river training
program is diffio^zlt to determine beoatise of t^ie variation
of factors from one locality to another*

These factors

inclttdlef (1) the Initial eo@te in setting up the course,

it) the ntintoer of pupile trained, (3) the scope of instriac*
tion« (4) the oott of oar operation and (5) the inetructor'e
talaryi
laoh of these factors coi^are favorably vith the
cost of any high school course except when the teacherpupil ratio is considered*

A more detailed study of this

will he sade later in this chapter.
All o^er equipnent is incidental to the dual con*
trols for behind•the*«heel instruction and textlNieke for the
classroom*

Assuming that the school is able to obtain a

training car, the initial cost of instituting a driver
training course would be no more than introducing any other
new course to the school*

The laboratory equipoient at

llissoule County High School which is used in the physics
class could not be replaced for less than about ten thous*
and dollars. This equipment has accuanilated through a
•30«

period of about twelve yesrs.l Howover, if all tlio equip{Bant listed in this taaai® wort purohased Catsuming that
no dupiioatioas ware esaSo in sinilar tasting Sevieee) tha
oost would net axoaad five hunirad doll^s*
la ordar to prasant a full pictura of tha overall
oostst SM m&lysie is raprintad on pagaa 3E and 33* fhis
analysis ig baaed on raports aubnittad by §29 hi^ sohoola
and taaohar oollagaa in 43 states whioh oonduotad drivar
aduoation ooureae during tha period Saptanber« 1949| to
January, 19S0.^
to fflaka an aatifflata of operational oo&ta, an admin*
ietrator oan aubatituta in various plaeaa figures that would
be {Bora appropriate to hie partioular sohool* For axamplai
tha ooet of gasoline, tha inatruotor's salary and the milaa
driven by tha students will vary according to the location
of the school.
Instructional costs are oomparatively high since
a teacher oannot aoooiBodate nore than four pupils in the
training oar during the behind'the^whael practice, l&en
classes average twenty-five students per teacher in other
classes the larger school imist take this additional cost
into consideration. Since a sound school budget begins with
^Paul Wilson, Instructor of physios, Missoula County
High School, Missouiat Montana, a personal interview, ^pril,
19S2.
^American Autoioobile Assooiation, Traffic & £ngl.aeering Dept.. Eesearoh Baport No. 36. Washington g. D.C..
August, 1950.

fABLl IV
OPEBATIONS RSPORf Am COST DAfA
BASH? on AVSRASIS OP HSPORTS SUBMlTfED
Number of etudtnts trainad <X eeiaefter)
High seliool students
Adults
Aferage per sohool—Hlgh 3ohool. Students
Airerage per 8ohool,*»Adu2.t Students
II,

Scope of liistruotion
A. Classrooa Instruotlon
I* Cloek biours of instruotioii
B, l^aotiee driving
!• Olook hours of Instruotion per
student
E* Olook hours of observation per
student
3* Miles driven per student

III. Vehicle operation
Am Average per seheol
1. Miles driven
£• 0as quantity (gallons)
3« Miles per gallon
If. Cost of ear operation
A. Oost per mile operation based on
average mileage of S,ll?
1. Oas per gallon
B. das per mile
3. Insuranoe per mile
4. All otiier expenses per mile
(oil, storage, raaintenanoe)
total Sir Operation Per Mile
1. Average total ooet per school
1. Gasoline
Z* Insuranoe (1 semester)
(2S/^,000—5,000 B'operty danage)
3. Miscellaneous

13,530
1,403
ES
3

3$*0 ^ours

7.6 hours
E£.0 hours
73.8 ffiiles

2,m
159
13.3 oiiles

I .g£6
.01S9
.02
704
I 35.91
43.59
£0.51

i 100.01

NOTES Taken from Research Report Ho. 36, American
Automobile Association, Traffio & itigineerTn^ Wpt.,
Washington B, D.C., August, 1950, p. 3.

•3S«»
¥.

Xnstruotor's salary
A. Pereantage of instructor's time
devotei to course
B* Instructor*s salary ohargeable
to driver education
0. Instructor's average salary
<9 montbs) estioiated froa al»ove

VI.

4?5C

I

346.19

|3»1?4«00

Cost per student
h. Car operation and instructor's salary
only
1. Gar operation
I
E. Instructor's salary

3«51
30.80

I—mm

B. fetal averages
1. Instructor's salary ehargeable
to Driver Iducation Cl seneBter) |
@46.19
£• All operating costs of program
(per school»»l semester)
95S.63
3. Costs per student (all costs)
34.02*

^^is cost is derived from total costs as reported
by all schools, divided by total number of students trained
by all schools. It contains Eaisoellaneous expenditures
reported which canmt be acoounted as vehicle operation
or instructor's salary.

-34the objeetives of th« sohooXe rather than with the money
available, it is conceivable that the extra cost in siaintaining a driver training program would better fill these
objectives than other, aore aeademie oourees.
I^e national Commission on Safety Sdueatlon, in
regard to the eoete of driver education stated that*...
**fhe question *Can we afford to teach
high school students how to drive?* is no
longer relevant. Wito high school age
drivers continuing to pile up the worst
accident record of any age group, the truth
is that we can no longer afford to withhold
driving instruction."®

National Coassission on Safety Education, *Let*8
Teach Driving," Introduction. An Administrator's Guide Book,
National Education Association, Wasiii'ngion"li'.''d.', 1W57

GHAPfII VI
THS QROWTH OF SRIVIB fRAlMI» AliD SOMMART
Sriver tduoatien has raada treatondotie pregraes sinea
th« »ar«

Ifi the e&hml yaar 1946»47, about 75 dual control

vehlolee were baing usad throughout tha Onltad States*

Xn

tba school yaeur 1949*50, approximately 4t500 Yehioles war#
U8«d«

An additional 3000 sobooXe offered olassroom Instrue*

tion* fhla latest survey, then, shows that about 7500 high
schools are offering tome kli^ of driver education.^ Dur
ing the 1949*50 school year, 113 teachers colleges conducted
courses with behlnd*the*«heel praetlce driving to prepare
teachers for driver education.
there are several reasons why this program has not
grown faster. Changes in currieuluai are always slow to
occur since administrators iaany tlaes feel that they must
discontinue one course in order to add another. Public
demand for driver training is Increasing because of the
awareness to the mounting accident rate, but here again
action is slow because of the reliance of comunlties on
the school leaders to make curriculum ohanges. In Montana
^Sidney Shalett and Henry C. McFadyen, "Our Young
sters DonH Have to be Killers#" The Saturday Evening Bosti
December 17, 1949.
""""
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mU*
wh9r9 %h9

©f teigli

hming » 4rlv«r %rsln*»

ing pr&0rmm le

Ui* earns &§ the

avsrug©#

ttftifi rtas©!! why tiiere a^9 fio% «©r« c«b0i>lt
trdlalaag i» %i^t

ef

drivsr

Inetmotdrc*^

In if41t %h9 ^n%BM& Mighm&y pfttr©l« %Qg9%U9r wi%k
tiio A»erte«ti ^t©is©lill« ^«0©etati©B, ingtitat«d to© first
diriv«r training instruetor*# OGurta at Hsntana Stat©
in. l©s«»iti*

»%% tibftt tim© t&©r9 w©r© %wm%f 4riv©r ia©try©*

t®rt ©©rtifi©«t©<i t© t©©©ii (iriv©r trftining. Drnring w©ri4
Wiir II til© ©©tirt# wat dit©Oiitlliu«d ©»d, ©in©® isfifij ©f tti«t«
ir»®tmetor» w«r« tsiE©w Into t&® ««rvle« ©r wm% i»t® war
IMwstry, ti*« gr©»tb ©f tft© prograa lia© lamn rfiatiy«ly
slow*
mmy iarg© ©©rperationt dotiet© sp©9iftlly iiad# fllia©
t© tuppl©n©at ©aftty pr@$rmte In th© ©ountry*© eoheoit*
thlw f-raotle© may b© ^ti©«tl©ii©{l beoaue© of the l&©li©f that
m^h Sfttfirial snoaid b© 0p©n«©r©<i ©»l.y by

©4ueati©ii

wyKtm its©if w^ioli )i©© no ©t'n©r notiv© tliaun t© ©du©at©

©bil.(lr©ii«

Sin©© ©©rporfitiont nt© thit ia©4lufs m a mms of

sdfertlfiiig, however mhtlm, tl-i© pr©bl#ai arlt©#? *E©» ©©«
©Su©©ti©nttl ©iitb©riti©t lc©@p from alsorlfsiitftting »mmg m%»
•Id© lnfla«ac©» to tb© tebooltf* It It not the purp©s® of
thl» thesis t© prsgoat tha r«i©tiire ia©rlt® in eaeii ©f tlie®«
tif© arfufli©fit©«

(I) ©duoation it tl'i© r©@p©ftalteillt/ ©f

th« toiioole Aloiei© or (S> sohool© maBt us© ©li ©vaiiabi©
%apt, l©di©y B. Vaeara, S a f e t y Director# ^ntana
llifhway Fatroii pareonal iiit©rvi©«y laro'n
l$5g*

naterial, irrespective of the souroe» to achieve the ultl*
Biate goal of beat fitting the ohild to hie environment•
Autotaobile and insurance companies have taken the
lead in proi&oting safety caiapai^tis because few accidents
will result in more financial returns to then. If the
schools wish to take the responsibility to educate for safe
driving) then each aust decide what laaterials are available
and which should be used*
This author has presented the problem in connection

with the need for driver education and has drawn a general
pattern for a high school course, equipment to be used* and
teacher qualifications*

the author hopes that the infor«-

isation given here may be of some benefit to those who aire
dubious as to the merits of such a program and also to those
who desire to institute a driving training class in their
school. To show a need for driver training in the high
schools* five main points were made: (I) l&ere is an in*
creasing number of deaths in the United States due to auto
mobile accidents* (£) i^uthoritative reports indicate ^at
a driver training program in the high school will reduoe
the accident rate in that p*oup by one half. (3) Schools
have a responsibility to teach youngsters to drive Just as
they have a responsibility to teach them other subjects
which will better adjust them to their social environment*
(4) Proper driver attitudes are important in the making of
a good driver. These attitudes are acquired best under
proper guidance and at an early age* (5) Accident rates

are highest in th« ymng«r ag« groups.
A oomrs* of stisidy for driver training ha» b««ii

daseribtd in full, this oour@« ie h«ing used extensively
in Montana and in the United States, ftie inetruotlon is
divided into two types, (1) olassroos instruotion and (B)
liehind'-the'^hftel instrtiotion. Suggestions for malcing a
better driver training class were presented and to further
describe a ootaplete high school oourse, a lift of driver
training equipment was oiade with descriptions and explan*
ations as to the use of sueh equipment. The qualifications
of driver training teacher® were given and a copy of the
program used in teaching instructors in Montana inserted
in the appendix of this thesis, fo illustrate the relative
eost of maintaining a driver training course, a detailed
study of each phase in the course was raade with itemized
costs listed.
this author does not wish to convey to the reader
that a driver training prograts in Montana high schools
will eliainate all traffic accidents.

Obviously there are

many other important considerations. Until traffic signs
all over the nation are made uniform, people will be con«
fused when traveling from one state or city to another.
Law enforcement agencies have the responsibility of obtaining respect from the driving public. Heads must be improved
and traffic hazards due to improper signals eliminated.

A

driver training program should# however, me^e this driving
public aware of these dangers and, through democratic

•39*
proee86«e, alleviate them.

A iriver training pregraa in the

high schools is a step in the right direction« if the de
sired direction ie toward fewer traffie aeeidents in lontena.
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A U N O O M C I H Q
A Sh9r% Intensive Ceurse for High Soiiool teeohers
in
D B I V E B I C O C A T I O K
Offered liy
l A S T E a H

O O L I .S G S O F

E D t J G A T l O M

BILLIMGS* lONfANA
July 23, through July 27, 1951
Cooperating Agenciesi
M O K f A N A

H I O H W A T F A f R O L

S. H» Sngland, Supervisor
Bodley B. Vaeura, Safety Direetor
BlPARTilNT OF PUBLIC IHSfHUCTIOM
Mary M. Condon, Superintendent
Cenevieve Squires, Deputy $uperir.tei^ent
fARlWf fSACHEE ASSOClAflON
ilontana Autoi^bile Club
Aaerioan Autoiaobile Asaoeiation
Course Instruotors
ir* John tJFrlaub, Muoational Consultant,
Afflerioan Autonobile Association* 1^. 0rlaub
has taught both the basic and advanced courses
in this line and has had many years of experience
in this type of irork.
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FOB
A shoht COURSE
IK
DBIVER IDUCATION AND fHAlNING
FOR
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHEES

Monday
Mornlnii
8s00 — Kog|gtration»
8sEO

Erlfor Eduoatlon aad Training ]^ograms •• History
'l?ev#iopfflent« Preeant ^t'aius.«"c^pi9G'€ivee.»
Xn this pariod tha titla of tha oourse ie axplainad# showing that adtioation is hara referred
to as the classroom, laboratory and research ac
tivities* and that training is the Ibaslc elementary
lesson behind the wheel and advanced driving praciicet.
tiie traffic probleai, the scope of accident
prevention through education, objectives and future
outlook are usually presented through a present
probleai and historical approach.

tsOO -• Available Materials for the Teacher«
Kara teachers are introduced to the wealth
of traffic safety materials available froiB numerous
sources* A collection of the various aiaterials,
including textbooks, teachers* guides and referencas are displayed for teachers* examination and
use during the course.
9s30

Overview of Traffic Safety Prograias
- National,
m m v m t t r n m n u m m m i m m m m
Silt
SIIQ
ciiawiiiim

iiiiiiwiiigtiniiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiwiw

iiMWi HHIMMI) iiJiniiiiiiiii

iiui.iiiiwiiiiinunw *

The group is given an overall picture of present-day activities in traffic safety at the national,
state and local level. Special emphasis is placed
on educational services from state departatents of
education and other organizations interested in
traffic safety.
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11:00 —• Rt8p@iiaiblllttii(i for tti:» laproviignt. of baffle
dondltions and #artfo|patTba In thic IFograaa**
Sehool. Taaohar#grlyer> Colleges. Stata popart*
ments*
Here is presented the inportanee of puhlio
aooeptanoe of the responsibility for traffio safe
ty* Enphasis is placed on the fact that an effect
ive program imist be that in which every individual
has a parti and educational institutions and per*
soimel as the logical avenues to orderly traffio
conduct are stressed.
llsSO — Securing Support for the ^ograta*
feachers are given a general idea of how to
approach conaunity groups and the general public
concerning the need, values and objectives of
traffic officials, thereby popularizing the course,
is brought to the teachers* attention*
ISiOO — Luncheon.
Afternoon
isOO — Seourim^ Support for the Program (Continued>•
3ee explanation given**lli30 t^nday morning.
1:30 •• Psychophysical tests •• Ixplanatlont Demonstration.
i^dfflinistration and Scoring*
the Tftlme of using psychophysical tests as
a challenge for the individual to consider his
physical lli&itatlons In driving is explained*
teacherf here see how, through aeasuring physical
emotional characuerlstics relating to driving,
students can be motivated to enthusiastic partic
ipation*

1%ey are presented with blueprints for raaking
the testing devices and told that they may build
their own, borrow a set, or purchase a set. fhls
is done Just to be sure that all understand that
testing equipment is well within their sieans*
feachers see® to appreciate •Uiem acre after real
ising how simply they may be had.
Use of the testing equipment is demonstrated
so that everyone understands how the tests are
administered.

•4?fhen laeaWrs of the group get practice in
administering the tests
checking each other and
rec0i*ding the scores*
Upon oonpietion of the tests, the Interpret
ation and significance of the scores are discussedi
smmari^ed and eaoh teacher keeps his record sheet
as his future guide.
4j^ — Explanation of feaohina Periods and Peaonstrations—»
Assignwent ol^nits to^embere of the Glass*
Members of the class are divided into small
groups, usually no laere than four persons in eaoh,
and are asked to develop, through independent study,
a special subject and present it to the class at a
designated period during the course.
5J00 *• Pisaissal.
fuesday
Morning
SsOO — Test on *11ae Driver** (Scoring).
8s30 •• l^yohophvsioal tests^^Sxplanation. DeaongtratioB«
Adainistration and Scoring CContinued).
See explanation given»*l:30 londay afternoon.
10:00 — Survey of Content of Classroon Course—Onits mmmrn
of
mstruotion.
mmMM*
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Basic eontent is introduced.
10:30 •• Organization of Content of Classroom Course—l?if»
ferent lieiriaods Goa»only Wed^.
Methods of organi:&ing and presenting course
content are discussed. Stress is given the fact
that methods must very with teacher's choice which
should be governed, to a great extent, by nature
and needs of students.
11:00 — graotioe teaching Periods and Peaaonstratlons.
See explanation given**4:30 ^nday afternoon.
Members of the class demonstrate certain units
to be presented to students in their own schools.

ilsSO —' Quit - Teaehlnn the Bttt^eats ^e Cenetruettogt and
j^etntenanee ef the ^ter Vebiole.
12$00 •• liaaQheen.
Afterneoa
liOO •• Behlfi4*the-lTieel Ingtrttetlon*
JSsuailtf about one bour I0 spent In tbe elass*
room deeorlblng the praetieal >tep*l^y«>etep unitg
in the t>a8io eieaentary ieeeone behind the wheels
presenting the various teehniquee used and tbeir
applieation to students of varied interests and
ability* fhe need for a good training area, meoh*
anioally fit training ear and uimsual patienee and
skill on the part of the teaoher are iofresssd
upon the olass.
then teaohers are talteen in groups of four«
as originally divided, (see explanation given*4sl^ Monday afternoon) out. into the oar and to an
area free of traffio i^ere, after seeing the first
behind<*the<*'iiheel lesson de^aonstratedt eaoh takes a
turn at praotioing it exaetly the vay it should be
taught to the begiiming student* l^e instruotor
and members in turn offer oenetruotive eritioisai
after shic^ the seoond driving lesson is demon
strated and praotioed until all leseons have been
done by eaoh teaeher*
SiOO ** Pisaiissal.
fednesday

8?00 •• fe8t-*'*lriver & Pedestrian Responsibilities**
8s30 — gait**>i^egenting Bules of the ^ad and Mvanoed
PrivinT^aetioes*'
See explanation given»«>lliOO fuesday siorning*
9sSO •• Unit—^e Briver**Mental. Baysioal and Spotional
garagpris^lgg.*
£e*^ explanation given^^llsOO Tuesday ^rning*
10:^ •• gnit—Pedestrian proteotion and Sduoation*
See explanation given—11;00 Tuesday {aorning.

-4911:30 — Mfflialittratlyt graotleeg and Standards for Drlyr
Idnoatien aadi Tralnlag. "
(Jvalifioettone o* l^e toaobor« otandarda to
too ostablishod for 8t«td«nt8( mothod s of organiza
tion and prooediaros doveloped and in uso in pre
senting oourses are diecussed.
lEsOO •• L«nofaeon»
Afternoon
IsOO *• lobind»the*l&iOel Instmotion (Continued)*
See explanation gi¥en*«lsOO f«esd®y after*
noon.
SsOO — pigBiiegal.
I^ursday
iferninn
8sC^ — fegt«**goiaid jarivirys Praotioee**
8sSO — Administrativo I^aotioeg and Standards for Driver
E^itoittion aild fratning CGoniiiwcd)*
See explanation given»»lls30 Wednesday
oioming*
SsOO •• Unlt—Sooiety*g Regponsibilitieg.
lOsOO — yittinn the Courge into the Daily Prograia of the
Hisai Sohool*
A plan for teheduling the dotired standard
ooorsei ooneigting of five periods per week of
olaggroos activity euppleoiented with an average
of eight hoiirg of behind•the-uheel training» is
developed for the olass.
fhen« realizing that all programs nast vary
according to the gohool't overall organization»
ooiirge sohedules, ete«» several alternative plans
are suggested, fhe dangers of inadequate instruotion, espeoially in the road training phase* are
pointed out; while on the other hand it is recog
nized that soiae schools have to start a program
slightly below the desired standards and improve
it as rapidly as possible.

80

lliOO — Sqiiipment. Liability, Inaaraaoe and Costg*
Quantitjf, quality and sources of these faeil»
itiee neoessary for a tatisfaotory program are
8U«iari£ed to enable teachers to plan on a sound
basis.
lEsOO — Xjanoheon.
Afternoon
is00 •• 3kill DevelopIng SxercisetExplanation. Demon*
straiioii, "'Al&inigCrai^^ ''and'^ooring.^'^
A series of driving skill exercises on a
narked street area are given each teacher, aud
each is rated by a oheak-llst.

Here teachers get an idea of how their own
skills cosspare with others and how the same ex*
ercises may be used to (1) diagnose weaknesses
of students after they are able to *solo* but yet
away froai traffic} (Ei practice to ©verco®e such
weaknesses and develop greater skill; and (3)
rate student's skills near end of the course,
Boad fest in fraiffio**i:xi?lanationt Demonstration.
MiBinljrIFaTion and Scoring,
A eheck*list Is used by teachers in rating
each other while driving under varied traffic
situations. They see how this test stay be used
to deternine the advanced skills* attitude and
knowledge of ehanging traffic conditions before
oooqpleting the oourse.

SsOO •• Disfflissal,
mday

8 sOO

fegt8****Hew to Drive* and **Soeiety*8 aesponsibil*

9s00 — gftit**Traffio Law Qaforoementi lariver Licensing
tnTouFWafe.
3e« explanation given**llsOO Tuesday corning,

lOsOO •• Unit—Traffic Engineering**SignB, Signals and
Harkin^s in To^ gtate.
•!
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See explaxiattQn glven»-li:00 fueeday morning.
11:00 •- jy[nlt»-*How

Driye.*

See explanation given—llsOO Tuesday morning*
1E;00 — Lunoheon*
Afternoon
1iOO •• Yiguai Aids and ^eir Iffeetive Use*
Hethods of rising films and other vieuaX aids
in the mite of instruction are discussed, as well
ae souroes of such material*
gjOO — Heoords and Reports.
fhe Glass is given copies of simple but ef
fective forms for assuring adequate Information
for planning future l»udg@t@, to Justify the pro*
gram to anyone who night question it, to Icnow that
the training oar is being used properly and that
students* praotioe tiaie Is shared properly.
Sj OO — Suocessful Driver Education and Training Programs
Hon in Operation.
mmmimmmmmuwi
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iffeetive program in. operation are desorihed,
the location and naate of the person in charge is
given, feaohers are urged to contact these people
for mrs oomprehensive first*hand information.
4:00 — Panel Dtscussion**Sxaaiination.
5s00 -• Dismissal.

Ai»J>ENDIX "B*
MIVER fRAlNINS IQUIPMIHT
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DRIVER TRAlXll^G
EQUIPMENT
1.

Psychophysical Tests

2. Workiny Models
3. Teaching Aids
4» Dual Controls
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

EXPERIENCE BUILDS QUALITY TESTS
Carefully chosen words and a professional photograph do not tell the whole
story. Original A.A.A. driver test designs were based on experience gained
in testing 35,000 persons. Current designs are the result of experience in
building over 12,000 devices since 1939 and in using these tests in one-week
courses in which over 9,000 high school teachers participated. In addition,
many helpful suggestions from other users of these tests have been incor
porated in current designs.

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
Pennsylvania Ave. at 17th St.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Copyright 1951
STOCK NO. 3614 JUNE 1951
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354]-FINC;KH
REACTION TIMK

3594-_l PKIGif I
KKACf [0\ TIME

H
This test has a red light, reaction
key and timer.

hen the examiner

|>resses a button the red light flashes
and a timer measures the lime in
hundredths of a second required for
the subject to press a key.
Most reactions in ciriving are not
simple. The driver must first choose

3593~PORTABLE
REACTION TIME

The operation of this is similar tO|^

the right course of action and then

No. 3593, except that the cabinet^

act as quickly as possible. The com

is 30high, placing the timer and^h

plex reaction time test has clutch,

signal lights at a more convenienthe

brake and accelerator pedals as

height. Time is measured to the^^a
nearest 1 100 second by a syn

well as a steering wheel operated

chronous motor making i revohine
tion per second.

by the person being tested. A green
light remains on when the steering

<lii

wheel is held in a neutral position
and the accelerator pedal depressed.
This insures that everyone will be
tested under the same conditions.
A synchronous motor automati
cally turns on a red light or a turn
signal at random intervals of 3, 4
and 5 seconds. Each signal remains
on until the driver makes the proper
reaction. For the red light he must
step on the brake, for the rightturn arrow he must turn the steer
ing wheel to the right, and for the
left-turn arrow he must turn the
wheel to the left. The test is started
by pressing a button. Fifteen of the
signals then come on in random
order after w hich the test automati
cally cuts off. About one minute is
required for the series of fifteen
trials. A timer reading to ] 100 of a
second records tlu: average time re
quired \o make the liftcen reactions.

This test is recommended for gen
eral usage. It measures 15'' wide,
18'' deep and 14" high. The brake,
clutch, accelerator, red light, green
light and timer motor are contained
in one compact substantial unit. In
normal operation the test is plugged
into 110-volt alternating current.
Each time a trial is to be taken
the examiner presses a button on
the end of a cord. When the driver
reacts by stepping on the brake,
the timer is stopped and read to the
nearest 1/100 second. The test is
simple to give since no resetting of
the timer is necessary. Successive
trials are taken by merely pressing
on the push button and reading
the dial.
2

3544—STEADINESS
This is a simple
test for measur
ing hand stead
iness. A stylus
" in diameter
is moved down
between two
brass strips
which are
apart at the top and
apart
al the bottom. W hen either plate in ^
is touched a light flashes.
score 3i ^
can be read from a scalt^ on one of
(
the plates, fhc test is plugged info''*
110-volt alternating current. A 1 0 - ^
volt transformer provides (current
for the red lighl.

Ir ^

VISION
j;46—VISUAL ACUITY

yepiece with a shutter controls
ocation of the eyes and the eye
g tested. The letter charts are
in a mirror to give an apparent
i ince of 20 feet but requiring
I 13 feet of room space.
I be four aluminum letter charts
I ist of black letters lacquered on
lit white finish. The charts are
i 5ed in a cabinet and changed by
1 lob on the outside of the case
I decreasing their likelihood of
)ming soiled. They can be
i led should they become dirty.
^ onstant illumination is provided
our small lamps within the cabif Four different charts, only one
' hich can be seen at a time, reJ ^ the possibility of cheating.

3530-DI STANCE
JUDGMENT

The driver observes three toy cars
in a mirror placed 10 feet from the
test and attempts to line up the
two outside cars with the fixed
center car. Lniform illumination is
provided by four 25-watt lamps.

3536—GLARE ACUITY

3531-DISTANCE
JUDGMENT & VISION

This test is a combination of the
visual acuity test and the distance
judgment test with the three mini
ature cars for measuring distance
judgment in the top of the test and
the letter charts for measuring visual
acuity in the lower part of the test.
A mirror gives an apparent distance
of 20 feet.

3535—FIELD OF VISION

5557~-COLOR VISION

1' steel cabinet houses a light,
chronous motor and a wheel
1 b sections of red, amber and
c m traffic signal lens. These colors
I exposed through an aperture in
1 case, in random order, for
f iods of 2 seconds each. Since
Ciial traffic signal glass is used,
1 test is quite comparable to
[ erving the different colors in a
• [fic signal.

The fact that the accident rate at
night is nearly 3 times as great as
during the day indicates that many
drivers cannot see well enough at
night. The glare acuity test meas
ures three visual characteristics:
a. Seeing ivitli little illumination.
The subject reads as many letters
as he can. As he reads from left to
right the illumination is reduced
until the letters cannot be read.
Three rows of ten letters each make
three trials possible.
b. Seeing in the face of glare. This
test is the same as ^'a" except that
the letters must be read in the face
of a glaring light.
c. Seeing details. This is a visual
acuity test consisting of three rows
of 15 letters each graduated in size
to measure visual acuity from
20/200 up to 20/13.3.
- 3

-

While looking straight ahead it is
not possible to distinguish small
details at the sides. However, it is
necessary to notice such objects as
cars and pedestrians approaching
from the sides. In this test, small
white targets are moved forward
on either side while the subject
looks straight ahead. The angle at
which these objects are first noticed
is then read from a scale on the test.
Built-in lamps illuminate the tar
gets to reduce the effects of room
illumination.

WOUKIING MODELS
338<»-<:YIJNDER MODEL

3592^STEERING MODEL

3591-CLUTCn &
UNIVERSAL MODEL

Th is working model of the chassis
of a car is 17" long and scaled so
that 1 " is equal to 1 foot. The

This working model is mounted in

This is a very simple model about

wheels, location of axles, turning

12long. A crank operates the

radius, steering gear ratio, etc., are

driving disk of the clutch. This

properly proportioned so that the

disk can be separated from the

operation is similar to that of a

driven disk by means of a simple

regular, full-sized automobile. By

lever. The driven disk is connected,

laying out parallel parking stalls,

by means of a short shaft, to a

curves, and other features on a

miniature universal joint w hich can

large table, it is possible for a

be used to demonstrate the vertical

student to learn many of the prin

movement of the rear axle with

ciples involved in steering a car

reference to the body of an auto

while parking, turning, backing, etc.

mobile. The clutch can be used to

a vertical position and measures

demonstrate the importance of the

about 8'' wide and 1 2 h i g h . A

friction point in the operation of

crank operated by hand represents
the crankshaft to which a piston is

3560—TR AN SMI S SIGN
MODEL

connected by means of a connect

the clutch.

»1
3595-GEARSIIIFT BOX

ing rod. When the crank is turned,

^
L

i

the piston moves up and down as
in a regular engine.
Timing gears operate to open
and close the intake and exhaust
valves at the proper times. A small
flashlight flashes at the beginning
of the power stroke. A transformer
provides 10-volt current for the
flashlight. This model can be used
to demonstrate the action of the
crankshaft, connecting rods, pistons,
timing gears, valves and spark plugs.

7734_^^STUDENT DRIVER'^
SIGN
A new sign for use on driver train
ing cars will soon be available,
reading "STUDENT DRIVER" in
two lines. The signs will be 6'' high
and 12 " long with black letters on a
yellow background.
These signs will encourage other
drivers to be a little more courteous
and patient.

This is a miniature of a conven
tional transmission, and measures
a b o u t (y" long,
wide and 3high.
A crank is attached to one end to
simulate the crankshaft of the en
gine. A shaft leads out of the
opposite end to represent the driveshaft going to the rear wheels. On
one side of the transmission is a
small shifting lever to shift gears
into the four positions. The gear
shift lever operates through a small
"H" with each of the four gear
positions distinctly labeled.
- 4 -

This is a steel box 3 ' \ 4x 5 " with
a black crackle finish. \ii 'Ml" ig
cut in one side of the box to indi-^^^
cate the path of ihe shifting lever
for the various gear positions. ^
shifting lever is attached to the
side of the box so that it may b< i
shifted to any of the five [>ositions.

TEACHING AIDS
3570—QUESTION BOX

This device consists of a wood cabi
net about 12" square and W high.
Space is provided on the top side
for a standard size sheet of paper,
83/2 " X 11 ^ with ten questions,
each having four possible answers
— A, B, C, and D. After each ques
tion is a row of four holes, repre
senting the four possible answers.
The test also has a green light on
the upper right-hand corner. In
side of the test is a buzzer.
A person testing himself on this
device drops a
steel ball in one
of the holes after the particular
question being answered and then
presses a lever to return the ball.
If the answer is correct, a green
light will flash but if the answer is
wrong, the buzzer will sound.

3572—TRAFFIC SIGNAL
The miniature
traffic signal for
for u^e on 110volt alternating
current is prim a r i1y for
teaching the
meanings of
various combi
nations of traf
fic signal lights, such as green and
yellow, red, flashing amber, flash
ing red, etc. Red, amber, and green
lights in the form of 1'' bulls eyes
are mounted on one side of a steel
cabinet 5" x 6" x 9" high, with
three push buttons on the top of
the cabinet to operate each light
individually.

3539-TRAFFIC BOARD
(Without Accessories)

The magnetic traffic board meas
ures 3 ft. X 4 ft. and folds up to
half that size. The front side is
scaled
to the foot and includes
such features as a curve, railroad,
one-way street, 4-lane street. 6lane street, 2-lane road, intersec
tions, and cross-walks.
The reverse side has a blackboard
surface with ruled squares so that
any particular traffic situation may
be illustrated.
Since the board is made of steel,
magnetized accessories may be
placed on the board in an upright
position, thus making them visible
to all members of an average class.

3542-TRAFFIC
BOARD ACCESSORIES

All accessories are magnetized so
they may be placed in any position
on the traffic board when in any
upright position. Accessories will
be modified from time to time as a
result of experience. The following
are currently included in each kit:
6 vehicles
19 highway signs
J fire hydrant
1 parking meter
1 loading zone
1 removable street car tracks
3

for pedestrians

3567—TRAFFIC
BOARD EASEL

3590^DIFFERENTIAL

This working model operates like
a regular differential with brass
pinion, ring and differential gears.
Rubber wheels represent the rear
wheels of a car.
- 5-

This easel holds the traffic board at
a convenient height for demonstra
tions w ith the top of the board over
5 feet above the floor.

DinVKK EVAIXATOK
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I l i r d r i v e r <'v a l i i a l o r \v a s d e v e l o p e d
lo iiieel the needs of persons wishinji ! o u s e s e v e r a l o f i h e m o r e i m 
portant driver tests hut not wishing
to have a lar^e (piantity of e(piipment to transport. 1'he driver evaluator incorporates essential features
o f t h e followinfi; A . \ . \ . t e s t s :

I' i e l d o f V i s i o n
H. C o l o r V i s i o n
(^. D i s t a n c e J u d g m e n t
I). Visual Acuity
K. Reaction Time

A mirror is used to give an ap

B—Color Vision

parent (]istance of 20 feet for all
vision tests.

Tests on this equipment are easv
to give since the driver and ex
aminer are seated at the same loca
tion throughout the testing. All 5
of the incorporated tests can easily
be given in a period of 10 minutes.
The evaluator is especially use
ful to the safety man who must
test drivers in widely-scattered
locations. Special fiber cases for the
main part of the test and the re
action time test are available at

A knob near the top of the eval
uator is used to rotate sections of

D—Visual Acuity
Any one of four aluminum charts
(with black letters lacquered on a

illuminated traffic signal glass in
white background) mav be exposed
side the test. One color is exposed
to either or both eves. 71ie mirror
at a time through a
opening so
fixes the apparent distance at 20
there is no chance of the subject
feet. Each chart has 11 letters rep
identifying the colors by position.
resenting visual acuity from 20 200
The colors as seen in the mirror
up to 20 13.3.
give an apparent distance of 20 ft.

C—Distance Judgment
This test incorporates an unu
sual feature which materially speeds
up testing. Three miniature cars
are set by the examiner in random

E—Reaction Time
The reaction time unit houses

The subject focuses on a point at

positions and the subject asked to
indicate the car which appears near
est, and that which appears farthest.

brake, clutch and accelerator j)edals, the timer, and red and green
lights. It mav be placed under the
table and plugged into the driver
evaluator for giving all tests in one

an apparent distance of 20 feet
while the examiner moves white

Eight different settings are possible.
This eliminates all unnecessary time

location or plugged into another
outlet and used at another loca

illuminated targets by means of
levers hidden underneath the test.

lost by the subject "playing" with
the cars. Four lamps give constant

The scales which give readings to
the nearest degree are directly in
front of the examiner. This test
drops down out of the way while
other tests on the driver evaluator

illumination and the eyepiece keeps
the eyes of the subject at a fixed
position. Scoring is simple. The ex
aminer merely indicates "right" or
"wrong" for each of 16 possible

are given.

replies.

tion. To give the test the examiner
presses a button on the end of a
cord to turn on the red light. W hen
the subject res])onds, by stej>ping
on the brake, the timer is stopped
and can be read to the nearest
1/100 second. No resetting of the
timer is necessary.

an extra cost.

A—Field of Vision
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ROAD TRAINING DEVICES
3527—DETONATOR
MODEL A

3538—JERK RECORDER

3526—FILLED CAPSULES
These are No. 3 gelatin capsules
filled with yellow powder. They are
placed in the lower ends of the
detonator barrels. Minimum order,

200.

3545-TUMBLING
CYLINDER
DECELEROMETER

This device hangs on the front
bumper of a car. It has two barrels
for holding .22 blanks and No. 3
capsules filled with yellow powder.
To give a stopping distance test the
detonator is loaded and the person
being tested drives at a given speed.
As a signal for an emergency stop
the examiner pulls a string attached
to the detonator. This fires the first
blank which shoots the capsule out
to mark the pavement. When the
driver steps on the brake the de
celeration swings the detonator for
ward and automatically fires the
second shell to make a second mark
on the roadway. The distance be
tween the two marks gives the reac
tion time distance and the distance
from the second mark to the front
bumper where the car comes to rest
gives the braking distance.

The ability to ^Mrive ahead" which
eliminates the need for sudden
starts and stops is one of the marks
of a good driver. The Jerk Recorder
consists of pendulums, battery,
buzzer and counter. When placed
on the floor of the car the buzzer
sounds whenever a sudden start or
stop is made. At the same time the
pendulums add 1 to 4 units on an
electrical counter depending on the
severity of the jerk. This then gives
an objective measure of smoothness
of driving. The 5 digit counter can
not be reset.
The buzzer or counter can be
turned off by independent switches.

3529—DETONATOR—
MODEL C

3528-DETONATOR—
MODEL B

This is a single-barrel electrical
model which measures braking dis
tance only. It is operated by a
switch connected to the brake pedal.

This makes the same measurements
as model A but is operated elec
trically. The second shell is fired
by a switch connected to the brake
pedal.

3525—BLANKS
These are standard .22 blanks used
for operating the detonator. Minimiuu order, 200.
- 7 -

The tumbling cylinder deceleronieter consists of a wood cabinet
with cylinders of different heights
measuring braking efficiencies from
30% to 90%. In testing brakes the
decelerometer is placed on the floor
of the car and the brakes applied.
The condition of the brakes is
measured by the number of cylin
ders overturned.

3543-STANCHIONS
Each stanchion
has a folding
steel base and
anuprightflexible steel shaft,
rubbercovered,
with a spring on
the bottom and
a flag on top.
Total height is
52 inches.

PRICES
Because of advancing prices and
future uncertainty, tests will be
billed at prices in effect at the
time order is received. Every
effort will be made to provide
first class equipment at reason
able prices, but price increases
will be necessary from time to
time. Write for current price list.

DUAL CONTROLS
l YI'KS AVAIL/\m>K
r roiii (lie point of view of the iiHer

359»_P()NTIAC
CONTROLS-1949-51

3597_CIIEVR0LKT
CONTROLS-1949-51

it wouhl be Hesirabh» to have dual
<-onlrols deHif];ned for each year and
make of car. From the point of view
of the manufacturer this is prac
tical only where there is a sufficient
<lemand for a particular make and
model of car.
In most cases this is not prac
tical because of the small number
of controls needed for a given make
of car for a given year. Dual con
trols developed at considerable cost
for one make of car may become
obsolete and worthless w ith a model
change.
Because of the foregoing factors

Brackets extending from the lower
edge of the dash to the fire wall are
used to hold the main part of the
dual controls consisting of a bar
inside of a tu[)e. Connections are
made to the regular pedals by means
of special clamps attached to the
j)edal shanks just below the pedal
pads.

3599_BAR DUAL
CONTROLS-32"

dual controls have been developed

These dual controls consist of two
bars bolted to the fire wall with the
right ends of the bars bent to avoid
the heater. Airflow Type Heater No.
9H623I must be used for this in
stallation.
The arms from the left ends of
the crossbars rest on cross pins
welded to the pedal shanks. An
extra set of pedals is furnished w ith
the pin welded on to replace the
regular Chevrolet pedals.

3596—CABLE
DUAL CONTROLS

especially for only 2 or 3 popular
cars, and more or less ^^universal
types" of dual controls for other
cars. Because of many variations
in fire

wall construction, heaters,

defrosters, radios, etc., these do not
fit equally well on all cars and in
many cases are somewhat difficult
to install, thus taxing the ingenuity
of the mechanic who is to make the
installation.
Half of the year's orders for dual
controls are received during August
and September. This unknown de
mand coupled with unknow n model
changes makes the stocking of an
adequate inventory impossible. As
a result, many orders cannot be
shipped from stock. During the
rush season there is sometimes a
delay of a month in filling orders.
Whenever possible dual controls
should be ordered at least one
month in advance of the date they
will be needed.

As shown in the illustration these
consist of two cross bars attached
to the fire wall by two brackets.
With minor changes in design these
have been manufactured since 1938
and work quite well where there is
a relatively clear fire wall. Unfor
tunately, heaters, defrosters, radios,
etc., on late model cars make many
installations difficult.
Wherever possible, an underseat
heater should be used. In some
cases it is possible to use a fire wall
heater by tilting the right end of
the dual controls down so as to go
underneath the heater.
The left ends of the dual controls
are attached to the pedal shanks
with 33^'' connecting links. The
lower ends of these links are con
nected to the pedal shanks about
4'^ below the pedal pads by means
of
brake clevis pins.
If the pedal shank is too narrow
for drilling a
hole it may be
necessary to widen it by welding a
piece of steel on the top side.
- 8 -

The controls were designed espe
cially to avoid the heater and other
encumbrances on the fire w all. They
are bolted to the sloping part of the
floor of the car by means of two
brackets.
The left-hand bracket requires
about 4'' of floor space between the
pedals and the steering column.
The other bracket is bolted to the
right half of the sloping floor. 7'he
auxiliary right-hand pedals are con
nected to the regular pedals by
means of ^2'' cables and pulleys.
The cables must be lined up
exactly with the pulleys when in
stalled, otherwise the cables will
wear unnecessarily or be cut by the
pulleys. Also with continued use, it
may be necessary to replace these
cables periodically, at a cost of
about $2.00 per pair.

smim mthim

mO»

Behind-fhe-Wheel Driving Guides

SUGGESTIONS FOR
USING BEHIND-THEWHEEL DRIVING GUIDES

BEHIN

WH

You are accepting the responsibility of helping supervise the behind-the-wheel
practice of a beginning driver. We believe you will welcome the following
general suggestions.
These Ten Driving Guides are based on the long experience of driver-training
specialists. They are prepared especially to aid you in this important endeavor.
You are helping the new driver by being in the car to guide him while he
practices and acquires correct skills and habits.
GENERAL SUGGESTIONS
1. Have Your Car in Good Condition

2. Keep Practice Periods Short

A car used for behind-the-wheel practice must be

In first practice periods, allow only from 15 to
30 minutes behind the wheel.
As the driver
makes progress, allow longer periods, but in no
case for more than one hour a day.

in first-class condition. A clutch that grabs, a steer
ing wheel with too much play, brakes unequal in
action, or gears that can be shifted only by a trick
method handicap a new driver.

3. Be in the Car for Every Lesson

It is not fair to ask anyone to learn to drive a
car that is not in good mechanical condition.

Put

your car in good shape before beginning the first
lesson.

Be responsible for every practice. Personally see
the driver through all 10 lessons. Another person
might not strictly follow the outlines in the 10
Guides.
4. Be Prepared for Each Lesson

fI W
OUB
SHRIVINO

SKlUtD

DRIVING
"I GUIDED
PRACTICE

TRIAL U
ERROR

I EXPiUT I
COACHING

Study the Driving Guide carefully before each
practice period. Read it often enough to be
sure you know each step so well that you can
give guidance when it is needed. Have the Guides
with you at all times for ready reference.
5. Follow Each Lesson Plan Strictly

Good guidance in behind-the-wheel practice
means the right road for the new driver.
© American Automobile Association
Traffic Engineering & Safety Department
Washinrton, D. 0.

During each period, let the driver practice only
the steps of that particular lesson or of preceding

lessons.

I akc cach lesson step by step. Sec that the
tlrivcr Icivns it ivcll before going on to the next
lesson.

I .TTj-r.

6. Be Sympathetic, Patient, and Calm
^'ou can help a beginner best by being patient
and calm at all times
Nervous, irrita[)Ie, or
impatient supervision
a
example. Remember
that many actions ot an experienced driver are
automatic. A beginner has not reached that stage.
Until his actions become habits, he will have to
think s6me of them through. Give him all the
time he needs to practice step by step.

in driving, as in goif, good form and
good habits produce good results.

7- Eliminate All Outside Distractions
Help the driver concentrate on the lesson.

Help

him understand that learning to drive is a very
important undertakijzg that requires his best efforts
and his undivided attention.
8. Enter the Car on the Curb Side
"Ground training/' essential in learning to fly,
is also important in learning to drive a car.

Both you and the driver must always enter the car
on the curb side. Always change places behind the
wheel ^rom the curb side.

FIVE STEPS IN PRACTICING EACH LESSON
1. Review
Briefly review the driving acts of the previous
lesson, and be certain the new driver has learned
cach one well.

2. Preview Each New Step
Have the driver explain each step in its proper
place before he practices it. In the Driving
Guides, every driving act has been broken up into
logical steps—one, two, three, etc. Follow the
Guides closely and practice them step by step.

3. Have the Driver Explain the New Step
Make sure that he knows what he is about to do
and why.
4. Have Him Demonstrate the New Step
Prevent any error you can. When an error is
made, help correct it promptly and patiently. Have
the driver repeat the step correctly.
5. Have Him Practice
See that the driver practices each new step until
he does it smoothly and correctly and you are
confident that he has formed the right habits.
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DRIVING GUIDE
PURPOSES:
I. To review the parts of the car.
II. To review the positions and uses of the gauges,
safety devices, and control devices.
III. To review the car systems.
IV. To review the checks a driver must make before
he starts the engine.
V. To practice the steps in starting the engine.

These lessons are lo guide the review and
practice of a new driver. So follo^^^ them
exactly. Go no further than one lesson at
a time.

Cylinder Wall

Spark Plii^

Tan.
Combustioa Chomber
3^/
^TTlovoble

Begin by having the driver review the parts
of the car, the gauges, the safety devices, and
the control devices. Have him point out the
following and explain their uses.

Blorb

PistorLS

Connecting' Rods

Crank Shaft

Cronh Casp

W-ffereatuaL

GajoUrve Tank.

Th-'ive

Point out all engine parts on the car itself.

Shaft
Frame

Steering Column.

2. Engine Parts-

Universals

Tr arL5mlyjton

These chassis parts would show if the body
were made of transparent plastic.

Engine block
Crankcase
Oil filter
Oil vent
Fuel pump
Carburetor
Thermostat
Air Cleaner
Battery
Generator

Starter
Distributor
Spark plugs
Fan
Radiator
Voltage regulator
iManifold
Water pump
Oil measuring stick

I. Parts of the Car:
1. chassis Parts-

II. Gauges and Devices:

Frame

Drive shaft

Wheels

Differential gears

Axles

Transmission gears

Brakes

Universal joint

Springs

Steerine column

Gasoline rank
American Automobile Association
Traffic Engineering & Safety Department
Washineton. D. C.

Be sure the driver understands the gauge readings.
Gauge readings may vary on different makes of
cars.
Point out:

Gasoline gauge
Speedometer
Water temperature Ammeter
Oil pressure
Odometer
(miles driven)

See that the driver can locate the following and
knows how to use them;
1. Six Safety Aids-

Light switches
Mirrors
Windshield wipers
Sun visor
Windshield defrosters
Horn button or ring
2. Four Starting Devices-

Ignition switch
Starter switch

Choke
Hand throttle

3. Six Control Devices-

Steering wheel
Clutch pedal
Gear-shift lever

Accelerator
Foot brake pedal
Hand, or parking
brake

Mi. Car Systems:
Lubricating
Ignition
Fuel
Steering

The driver should be able to see the road
the steering wheel, not through the spokes,
to see the road through the rear-view and
mirrors. He should be able to reach clutch
brake pedals without stretching.

over
and
side
and

V. Starting the Engine:
1. Disengage the clutch by pushing clutch pedal
to the floor.
2. Place gear-shift lever in neutral position.

Cooling
Lighting
Braking
Exhaust

Have the driver trace the fuel system as far as
possible. Trace the fuel from tank, through fuel
line, to fuel pump, carburetor, and intake manifold.
Trace the exhaust system from exhaust manifold,
through exhaust pipe, muffler, and tail pipe. Trace
the circulation of water in the cooling system.
[V. Checks Before Starting Engine:
Fluid in radiator
Oil in crankcase
Water in battery
Gasoline in tank
Air pressure in tires
Lights, including stop
lights
Brakes, ready to work
Windshield wipers
Doors, latched
Ventilation
Seat—adjusted
M ir ror—adj usted
Horn

3291

Proper seat adjustments make a driver more at
ease, like the girl on the left.

3. Turn on ignition switch.
4. Push starter pedal or button.
5. Release pressure on starter pedal or button as
soon as engine is running on its own power.

Steps in Starting the Engine
TiitSht

Moke Sure
Gear-shift
Press Down' Lever is in
OR Clutch Neutral

Turn on
Ignition
Switch

Pr<»s.siirt

Push Starter
Pedal

on StariOT
nl

Follow these steps in the correct order.
Practice will make them a habit.

iVOTI^; Prncricc c h o k c a n d t h r o t t l e o p er ation if
l.'ic cm- is nor c(]iiippccl with aiitoiiiatic
chokc.
R e p e a t starting t h e engine until t h e d r i x c r
can follow- t h e
c steps (]uickl>', s m o o t h h ' ,
a n d in c o r r e c t o r d e r . See t h a t he al\\ a \ s
s a r i n s u p the engine b \ letting it r u n
sl(n\'l\- f o r a f e w minutes hefoi'e starting
t h e car.
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DRIVING GUIDE

BEHIND

PURPOSES:
I. To practice the correct stopping signal.
II. To learn the gear-shift positions.
III. To practice starting in low gear.
IV. To practice steering in a straight line.
V. To practice stopping the car from low gear.
FOR

THIS

LESSON,

CHOOSE

A

QUIET,

STRAIGHT

STREET,

AWAY

FROM

TRAFFIC

The beginner must drive only in low gear during this lesson. At the end
of the lesson, he should be able to start his car in low gear and to stop smoothly
at a chosen spot. Have him repeat the steps over and over again until he can do
them accurately and smoothly.
Practice straight-ahead driving first, not making turns.
At this stage, if it is necessary to turn the car around, you, not the new
driver, must be at the wheel.
THE SUCCESS OF THE ENTIRE COURSE WILL DEPEND UPON
THE TEIOROUGFINESS WITH WHICH EACH STEP IS DONE.
t. Correct Stopping Signal:

^

.^^^utral

J Second

[
VC
^

Always give
this hand
signal before
stopping.

Before starting and stopping the car, have the driver
demonstrate this correct signal several times.

J ¥ 'Reverse
1*1

V

-$5^—K

Second

/ '^•*~y^eutral

h

Gear-shift positions.
Both floor and steering column types.

11. The Gear-Shift Positions:
A new driver must learn to shift gears without

III. Starting the Car in Low Gear:

looking at the lever.

Point out that the gear posi

tions form an "H"

Demonstrate the shifts slowly

Review Guide I, Part IV
When the engine is
started and warmed, it is time to start the car.
See that the driver shifts the gears slowly and
smoothly rather than quickly and jerkily. The
gear-shift lever should be held gently but firmly.

several

times.

Have him practice them

perfectly learned, before he starts the car.
© American Automobile Association
Traffic Engineering & Safety Department
Washington. D. C.

until

When shifting ironi neutral to low gear, with a
stecring-colunin gear-shift lever, the palm of the
hand should he nfi.

4. Emphasize keepijig eyes on the road. Attend
to steering while shifting gears by feel.
5. Drive on the right-hand side of the road.

}€ttoh Position

^/ Position
JCnoif

) Knob Position
jfof
Neutfal

\

Aeutrat

6. Demonstrate that the car, whether going for
ward or backward, moves in the same direction
(right or left) in which you turn the top of
the steering wheel.

Knob

/PX'''

Countcr-dockwisc

NEUTRAL TO LOW

Clockwise

LOW TO NEUTRAL

Have the driver practice these shifts until he
can do them automatically.
to
turn
Left

Steps to practice—

to
turn

T^ight

1. Press clutch pedal down.
Turn the steering wheel counter-clockwise to
go to the left—whether the car is going forward
or backward, and clockwise to go to the right.

2. Cheek in rear-view mirror.
3. Shift to low gear—palm up.
4. Release hand brake.
5. Check "blind spot," and signal.
6. Let clutch pedal come up slowly. When the
clutch reaches the "friction point"—point at
which it begins to take hold—hesitate an
instant, and then—
7. Slowly let the clutch pedal come up fully and,
at the same time—
8. Increase pressure slightly on the accelerator.

1. Check through rear -viev\ mirror.

Constantly observe traffic
conditions iintil the car is stopped.

3. Press clutch pedal down, and, at the same time—
4. Take foot off accelerator pedaL

Steering:

Caution — K e e p h a n d s a n d
c x c e p t w h e n signal)ini>".

V, Stopping the Car From Low Gear:

2. Signal for a stop.
Practice until the driver learns not to race the
engine and not to stall it, and until he starts the
car smoothly.

IV

7. Emphasize that the steering wheel should not
be turned while the car is standing still, because
of excessive strain on steering mechanism and
wear on tires.

a r m s inside t h e

car

5. Gradually push down brake pedal. Make a
smooth stop by releasing pressure slightly on

brake pedal just before the car stops.
1. Demonstrate correct position for hands on the
wheel. Right and left hands should be on
opposite sides. The wheel should be held by
the rim—not by the spokes.
2. Hands should have a firm
on the wheel.

but comfortable grip

3. Hands should not be removed from the wheel
except to perform necessary driving acts.
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6 . Shift to neutral.

7. Pull on hand brake.
Have the driver start and stop his car, going just
a short distance each time, until he can both stop
and start easily and smoothly. Have him judge
his stopping distances by trying to stop with his
bumper even with some spot—such as a tree or pole.
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EHIND

PURPOSES:

I. To practice shifting from low to second gear.

VirfilCEL

II. To practice stopping from second gear.

FOR

THIS

LESSON,

CHOOSE

A

QUIET,

STRAIGHT

STREET,

AWAY

FROM

TRAFFIC

First, be sure that the driver performs all the steps of lessons 1 and 2 accurately
and smoothly before you permit him to go into second gear. Then go on with
the steps in this lesson.
When shifting from low to second gear, the palm of the hand should be down.
^
7-/esita iion
\Point

Knob Pouhon

/ f

Low Gea?^

lis,
y~orS^^econcL
ct

Anob Position

/Second
Geav

' -MJP V

LOW TO SECOND

SECOND TO NEUTRAL

A slight pause at the "hesitation point" helps avoid clashing of gears.

I. Shifting From Low to Second Gear:
1. Press the accelerator until the car is running
approximately eight miles an hour, or fast
enough for it to run on momentum during the
change of gears.
This speed will vary under different conditions.
2. Press the clutch pedal down, and, at the same
time—

5. Slowly let the clutch pedal come up—hesitating
an instant at the "friction point."
6. At the "friction point" of the clutch, gradually
press the accelerator.
NO 1 \

Stress ini[)()rtance o f " e a s i n g " t h r o u g h t h e
" f r i c t i o n p o i n t " t o a v o i d j er k i n g t h e c a r .
See that the driver steers o n t h e right side
of t h e road and keeps his e y e s u p .

Pressed together tightly

Not pressed together tig'htly

3. Take pressure off the accelerator.
4. Shift to neutral—palm down. Then tilt the
gear-shift lever away from the steering wheel
and forward into second gear.
Use slight pressure to avoid shifting accidentally
into reverse.
Hesitate slightly when passing
through the neutral positioji. The lever should
be held gently but firmly.
American Automobile Association
Traffic Engineering & Safety Department
Washington, D. C.

Avoid "riding the clutch."
A fully engaged
clutch grips well; a slipping clutch wastes
power and wears rapidly.

II. Stopping From Second Gear:
Be sure the driver keeps his eyes on traffic condi
tions until the car is completely stopped.
1. Check traffic conditions through car mirrors.
2. Signal for stop.
3. Push clutch pedal down, and, at the same time—
4. Release pressure from the accelerator.
5. Brake gradually—increasing the force as the car
stops. Make a smooth stop by slightly releasing
pressure on the brake pedal just as the car stops.

6. Shift to neutral.
7 Set the iiand brake.
Practice until the driver can operate smoothly.
Practice stopping at exact spots from second gear,
using trees, telephone poles, etc., as markers, as
was done in Lesson 2.

Be sure the driver shifts gears by a "touch system." Note the eyes up position.
Note also that the ball of the foot, not the instep or the heel, should be used
on the pedals.
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BEHIND

PURPOSES:
I. To practice smooth shifting from second to high
gear.
II. To practice stopping from high gear.

The well-trained driver shows skill in the shifting of gears and the use^ of
clutch and brake. When you see a car jerk as it starts, or "stand on its nose ^
it stops, you know that the driver lacks skill. He drives only ''after a fashion.
To be able to start a car and pass from one gear to another, smoothly, evenly, and
without jerking, requires well-guided practice.
BE SURE ALL PRE\ lOUS LESSONS ARE COAIPLETELV LEARNED
BEFORE YOU PERMIT PRACTICE IN HIGH CxEAR. THEN GO ON
W ITH THE STEPS IN THIS LESSON.
Xnob
Position

Knoh
Posihon
for
Ge<XT* /

^ \
^ ^

-

JVesifn -

^ fion
fio»
^

Po iyft

SECOND TO HIGH

Position

^

\
\

HIGH TO NEUTRAL

The gear-shift lever knob is pulled back in a straight path when shifting from
second to high gear.

I. Shifting From Second to High Gear:
When the car is running in second gear, have the
driver follow these steps:
1. Press gradually on the accelerator until the car
is going approximately 15 miles an hour, or fast
enough to carry it along during the shift.
2. Press the clutch pedal down, and, at the same
time—
3. Take pressure off the accelerator.
4. Shift to third, or high gear—palm down.
Notice the "hesitation point" in neutral, and
practice observing it.
© American Automobile Association
Traffic Engineering & Safety Department
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5. As soon as the car is in high gear, do the fol
lowing, almost at the same time:
a. Let the clutch pedal come up through the
"friction point."
b. Gradually press the accelerator pedal—to
continue in motion and gain momentum.
c. Slide the foot from the clutch pedal to the
floor.
See that the student does not "ride the
clutch."
d. Keep the car on the right side of the road.

II. Stopping From High Gear:
1. Check traffic conditions in the mirrors.
2. Give hand signal for a stop.
Then proceed as when stopping from low and
second gears—with the following exceptions:
1. Use the foot brake bejore pressing on the clutch
pedal.
2. When the car has been slowed down to ap
proximately 10 miles an hour, press the clutch
pedal down and—
3. Press the brake pedal
lessons.

down

as in

Practice stopping from high gear until the driver
can bring the car to a smooth stop at any exact
spot he wishes. Be sure that he observes condi
tions in the rear, by using his rear-view mirror,
and that he signals with his hand before stopping.
A signal, to be effective, must be given soon
and held lo?ig enough for following
motorists to have plenty of time to adjust their
driving to whatever you intend to do.

enough

previous

4. Shift to neutral.
5. Set the hand-brake.

Signaling intentions far enough ahead is a
driver's social obligation.

Before stopping, check traffic conditions through
your rear-view mirror.

K e e p t h e d r i v e r p r a c t i c i n g w h a t h e has learned
u p t o this p o i n t until h e c a n start, steer, stop, a n d
shift \'cr\ smooth]V Be s u r e that, a t all times, h e
obsci"\ cs traffic c o n d i t i o n s a r o u n d h i m a n d w a r n s
o t h e r d r i \ c r s w i t h t h e p r o p e r signal.

We can't expect other persons on the highway
to be crystal gazers.
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BEHIND

PURPOSES:
I. To practice shifting from high to lower gears.
II. To learn the proper steps in backing the car.

I. Shifting to Lower Gears:

3. Shift from third to second gear—palm doivn.

Shifting from a higher to a lower gear is some
times necessary when:
1. In heavy traffic.

4. Depress accelerator pedal to increase speed.
Practice until you can feel the proper engine
speed.

2. Going up steep hills—before the engine starts
to labor.

5. Release the clutch pedal gradually through the
friction point.

3. The pavement is slippery.
2. Shifting From Second to First Gear:

4. Descending or ascending steep or winding hills.

6. Making short turns.

The driver should first practice this shift with the
car standing still. Then have him practice it wdth
the car speed no more than 5 miles per hour.

7. Crossing railroad tracks.

1. Depress clutch pedal.

5. Entering busy or blind intersections.

2. Release accelerator pedal.
3. Shift to first gear—palm up.
, Knob
Position
\ for

4. Depress accelerator to increase engine speed.

y Second
ti nyf
Point^
/(/io6 Position
for
Gear

Nasi fa fion
Po i nf

5. Release clutch pedal smoothly.

^ Knol>
Position.

laOCC

SocnntJ.
Gear

Gear

HIGH TO SECOND

SECOND TO LOW

Have the driver practice these shifts until he
knows exactly how to perform them in every
possible situation. Note the "hesitation points."

Shifting to lower gears smoothly
clashing is a sign of good driving.

and

vithout

1. Shifting From Third to Second Gear:

Emphasize that this shift should be made only when
the car is moving slowly, never over 10-15 miles
per hour. Slow the car to this speed or less, by
using the brake if necessary. Then—
1. Release accelerator pedal.
2. Push clutch pedal down.
© American Automobile Association
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II. Backing the Car:
For this lesson, choose: (1) a long, straight, wide,
off-the-street driveway; (2) a dead-end street; or
(3) a street with practically no traffic.

Learning to Make the Car Creep:

First have the driver practice "inching," or
"creeping" the car forward smoothly, at a snail's
pace.
When maneuvering backwards, as in parallel park
ing between other cars, it will be necessary to
move a very short distance at a time. Only after
the driver gets the feelivg of this "inching" or
"creeping" forward, will he be ready to practice
backing.

Steering Backwards;

Call attention again to the fact that the car will
move in the same direction in which the top of the
steering wheel is turned—whether the car is to
move forward or backward.
The rear-view mirror cannot be depended on for
complete vision when backing. Nor should a
driver open the door in an attempt to see when
backing.
Have the driver look through the rear window
over his right shoulder. Have him lift himself up
by pressing down with his right arm on the back
of the front seat. This makes vision through the
rear window possible. Have him turn frequently
to observe conditions right and left.
Steps in Backing:

Warn the driver never to shift into reverse except
from a complete stop.

Knob
Position
J^or
7ie\?ers'e
Gear

'

\/^e\Pet'S(2
. y Gear

4. Release hand brake.
5. Slowly let clutch pedal come up to the "friction
point."
5. Gradually increase pressure on the accelerator.
NOTE: The new driver tends to feed gas quickly
and then let up on the accelerator sud
denly, in an effort to correct his error.
This results in very jerky backing.
Have him practice controlling the speed of the
car by engaging and disengaging the clutch, and
by using the brakes to avoid letting the drift of
the car become too rapid.
Have the driver
together in such
acceleration than
keep the car ]ust

use the clutch and accelerator
a way that there is never more
is needed to provide power to
moving.

Have him practice until he can back on a straight
line at a very slow, smooth speed and stop the
car at any moment.
Warnings About Backing:

V

Kno6 Position m
/or
'\
A/euiral

. Position,

3. Shift to reverse gear—palm up, if using a steer
ing column shift; toward the driver, if a floor
shift is used.

\

Krtoh Position '
A/euii'al

NEUTRAL TO REVERSE

REVERSE TO NEUTRAL

1. Take pientv of time when backing.
2. Avoid backing toward an approaching vehicle
or pedestrian.
3. Keep your attention on the direction of travel
until your car is completely stopped.

Learn to use reverse gear smoothly.

1. Observe traffic conditions front and rear.

4. Avoid backing into main streets and highways.

2. Push clutch pedal down.

5. Where possible, back up hill rather than down.

Whew!
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Step out on the curb side!
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DRIVING GlIDE

BEHIND

PURPOSES:
I. To learn to signal for turns.
II. To develop skill in making right and left turns.
III. To practice hand-over-hand steering technique.
IV. To develop skill in turning the car around.

FOR THIS LESSON, CHOOSE A QUIET RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD WITHOUT MUCH
TRAFFIC AND WITH WIDE STREETS
1, Correct Signals at Turns:
Be sure the driver knows the correct hand signals
for left and right turns. Signals must be given
far enough ahead to warn the driver behind in
plenty of time for him to act accordingly. Signal
must be held long enough to give others plenty
of time to see them.

3. Observe: traffic signal, if any; stop signs; pedes
trians; vehicle traffic.
4. If the way is not clear, use the proper signal
and stop.
5. Shift to a lower gear.
6. Start turning when the front wheels are slightly
past the curb.
7. Turn into the same right lane of the second
street.

Correct R ght Turn

Left Turn

Corrcct Left Turn

Tiirn

Make turning intentions clear by distinct
hand signals.

II. Making Turns:
Begin preparations for turning tuoo or three
hujidred feet before reaching the actual turning
point.
Make All Turns at Low Speeds

Beginners should take all turns in a lower gear,
shifting back to high after the turn is completed.
Right Turns-

Have the driver go around the block making only
right turns.
1. Give the right-turn signal before reducing speed.
2. Steer the car into the right-hand lane as you
reduce speed.
© American Automobile Association
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Maneuver the car into correct positions for
making turns.
Notice the proper lanes for
right and left turns.
Left Turns-

Have the driver go around the block making only
left turns.
1. Give the left-turn signal before reducing speed.
2. Steer the car into the inner lane near the center
line of the street.
3. Check for a clear path. Observe:
(a) traffic signals
(b) stop signs
(c) pedestrian and vehicle traffic
(d) special signs, lights, or road markings
regulating left turns

4. If your way is not clear, use the proper signal
and stop.
5. Change to a lower gear l)efore beginning the
turn.
6. Make the left turn so as to arrive in the same
lane in the second street.

8. Back slowly, turning the wheel completely to
the right, until there is enough front clearance
to permit completing the turn.
9. Just before stopping the car, turn the front
wheels so you will be ready to proceed forward
in the desired direction.

7. Only when well past the intersection, complete
the turn into the right-hand lane.
III. Hand-Over-Hand Technique:
Have the driver practice the hand-over-hand steer
ing technique, as shown in the figure below, until
it is easy for him to steer smoothly around corners.

Hand
Left Hand takes Ri^ht Hand takes
position to
position on wheel
position
Start Right Turn and applies
and applies
turning power. turning power
Ri<iKt
Left
Hand
Hand

Turn completed
Both Hands
return to
driving position.

Make this turn only when there is no approaching
traffic.

Left Hand

2. Making a U Turn:

1. Traffic conditions should be favorable for mak
ing the turn.
I ^ f t Hand signals

for Kioht Turn

Hand Releases

Hand Releases

Right
Hand

Hand-over-hand steering.

2. Steps are the same as the first
turning in the width of street.

four steps in

3. Take care to finish the turn in the proper lane,
on the right side of street.

IV- Turning fhe Car Around:
When turning the car around, always consider
whether:

Always choose a spot far enough from hill crests
or curves to avoid danger from oncoming traffic.

1. The type of turn you will use is legal at that
place.

3. Turning by Using a Side Street or Alley:

2. Pedestrians and other traffic will be kept safe.

1. Give the proper signal and stop close to the
right curb with the rear bumper just past the
intersection.

3. The turn can be made without delaying other
traffic.

2. Check for clearness of traffic in all directions.

1. Turning in Width of Street:

3. Back slowly ijjto the side street.

1. Give the proper signal and stop the car close
to the right curb.

4. Observe the usual traffic regulations upon re
entering a busy street.

2. Check for clearness of traffic in all directions.
3. Give hand signal for a left turn.
4. Proceed in first gear, turning left as sharply as
possible.

—w —c

5. As the car approaches the curb, turn front
wheels to the right. Stop before touching the
curb.
6. Shift into reverse.
7. Check traffic.

3291

With this method of turning around, back into
alleyways, farm lanes, or side streets.
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DRIVING GUIDE
PURPOSES:
I. To develop skill in parking parallel to the curb
between other cars.
II. To pull out of a parallel-parked position.
III. To learn to park at an angle to the curb and
back out.

When learning to park, new drivers tend to move into the parking space too
fast and turn the steering wheel too slowly. Emphasize moving the car slowly,
with complete control of the motion.
STEPS IN PARKING PARALLEL TO THE CURB
Step5

a

Step C

b

Back slowly,
ttirning stccrinc wKecl
sharply to richt.

Line up with car "2"
and 1 to 2 [Vet cLway.

Step e

Step d

Turn steering wheelshorply
to left when obout holfway
in and continitc to back

Turn steering* wheel to
ri^ht and go forward
slowly.

These are the proper steps in parallel parking—the "Waterloo" of many drivers.

!. Parking

Parallel

to

the

Curb

Between

Other Cars:
In this lesson, several steps need repeated practice.
1. Make sure the road is clear both ahead and
behind and signal your intention to stop.

In this position, the left rear wheel of your car
is about a foot farther from the curb than the
left wheels of the car behind.
5. Hesitate an instant, and then turn the steering
wheel rapidly to the left, as far as it will go,
while backing slowly into the parking space.

2. Stop the car parallel to the vehicle behind which
it is to be parked, and about two feet away
from it. Have the rear bumper even with that
of the parked vehicle.
This beginning position is very important.
3. Back slowly—easing the car back with clutch
control. As the car backs, uirn the steering
wheel sharply to the right until the car is at a
45-degree angle with the curb. This position
brings your eyes about in line with the rear
bumper of the car behind which you are parking.
4. Straighten the front wheels, continuing to back
until your front bumper is about opposite the
rear bumper of the car in front.

The rear wheel should now be close to the curb.
6. Go forward slowly, turning the wheel to the
right to bring the car parallel to the curb. Stop
the car an equal distance from the cars in front
and behind.
7. Pull on the hand brake; turn off the ignition;

roll up the windows; lock the car, being certain
to take the ignition key w^ith you.
Some parking

regulations

to

park

regulations require > ou to turn the wheels of a
parked car to the curb.

American Automobile Association
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require vou

cars not more than six inches from the curb. Some

II. Pulling Out of the Parallel-Parked
Position:
1. Back the car until it is about three or four inches
from the car to the rear.
Teach the driver to stop before the bumpers
touch and to turn the front wheels sharply away
from the curb just before stopping.
2. Give a left turn signal to indicate intention to
enter the traffic lane.
3. Drive forward slowly, turning the steering wheel
sharply to the left until your front side door is
opposite the rear wheel of the car in front. From
this position, you can safely clear the car in front.
4. Turn right and slowly enter the correct traffic
lane.
For a beginning driver, the space chosen in which
to park should be long enough so that he can get
out without backing more than once.
Emphasize, in this lesson, the importance of check
ing traffic conditions before pulling out from the
curb. It is not sufficient to look in the rear-vision
mirror. Have the driver put his head out the win
dow so he can check traffic from the rear. Check
blind spots, as in all previous lessons on starting.
III. Angle Parking:

4. Steer sharply to the right and slowly enter the
parking space.
5. Continue slowly forward until the front wheel
lightly touches the curb.
6. Pull on the hand brake; turn off the ignition
switch; roll up the windows; lock the car, being
certain to take the ignition key with you.
VOTF : (Jaution rhe driver that there are several
fenders \\ hich must be watched—those on
his ow n car and those on others. Other
wise, he may concentrate only on the front
of his car and damage the back fenders.
Backing Out of an Angle Parking Space:

1. Observe traffic conditions carefully.
2. Back out a few feet very cautiously.
3. Stop the car to observe traffic conditions again.
This position affords a better view of traffic
and serves as a signal to other drivers.
4. Continue to back out slowly, observing traffic
conditions all the time.
5. Turn into the flow of traffic only when you
are sure the car is far enough out so you will
not strike a parked car.

1. Observe traffic conditions ahead and behind.
2. Signal intention to slow down.

This is a ver\ important lesson.
completely learned.

3. Have the car at least five feet away from the
row of parked cars. This gives you a position
to dear nearby parked cars when entering the
parking space.

Spend much time and care on it. Practice until it is

.trVE

SIGNALING

The skillful driver signals clearly when pulling out from parking.
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DRIVING GUIDE
PURPOSES:
I. To develop skill in stopping and starting on an
upgrade.
II. To practice backing up a grade.
III. To learn to park on an upgrade or downgrade.

For this lesson, choose a quiet street with a medium grade.
Practice each maneuver in this lesson until the driver can perform it smoothly
and correctly.
a

A driver skilled in the steps of this lesson is not panicky if his car stalls on
hill.

I. Stopping and Starting on an Upgrade:
Stopping—

1. Check traffic conditions.
2. Signal for a stop.
3. Bring the car to a smooth stop, applying the
clutch and brake almost at the same time.
4. Pull on the hand brake sufficiently to keep the
car from rolling.
Steps In Starting on a Hill

at

Depress Clutch
Pull on

IK Backing the Car Upgrade;

samg time —

V

Practice starting on a slight upgrade until the
technique is developed. Then move to steeper and
steeper grades, until the driver can start smoothly
on very steep grades, without having the car roll
back even slightly. If the engine stalls, have him
apply the brake quickly, depress the clutch, shift
to neutral, and set the hand brake. Then proceed
with starting the engine.

V

N

Nemd

and Shift in Accelerator
Press on Clutch
Slowly and
Release
Hand Brake

Hand Brake to Lov dear.

Starting on a hill requires use of hands and
feet together.

Give the driver practice in this backing maneuver,
using the preceding steps for starting on an up
grade.
Review all the precautions about backing a car,
as given in Guide 5. Be sure all the precautions
are observed.

Starting^

1. Shift to low gear.
2. Release the clutch pedal until it can be felt that
the clutch is taking hold.
3. Then, at the same time—
a. Feed gas sufficiently to hold the car.
b. Release the hand brake.
c. Check the blind spots.
d. Feed more gas to get the car smoothly into
motion.
^ American Automobile Association
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£MrTM

Downhill

Uphill

Note the positions of the front wheels.

The curb

prevents the car from moving if the brakes slip.

Ml. Parking the Car on Upgrades and Down
grades:

4. Shift to reverse gear position, and set the hand
brake.

Upgrades—

1. Bring the car parallel to the curb and about six
inches from it.
2. Move slowly forward in low gear, turning the
front wheels hard to the left until the right
front wheel is about two feet from the curb.
3. Press the clutch pedal down and apply the foot
brake.
4. Release the brake and let the car drop back
slowly until the right front wheel touches the
curb.
5. Shift to reverse gear position and set the hand
brake.
6. Turn off the ignition before removing feet from
clutch pedal and brake.
Downgrades—

1. Bring the car parallel to the curb and about six
inches from it.
2. Control the forward movement of the car with
the foot on the brake, turning the front wheels
hard to the left, until the right front wheel is
about two feet from the curb.

Stopping "on a dime"?
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3. Then turn the front wheels hard to the right,
until the right one touches the curb lightly.

5. Turn off the ignition and remove feet from
clutch and brake.
NOl'I": fV)inr our to the driver that, by doing
the above things, he takes three safeguards
against his car rolling down hill:
J. Mis wheels arc banked against the
curb.
2. Mis car is in gear.
3. Mis hand brake is set.

In Lesson 5, you helped the driver practice slowing
down and shifting from high to second gear on
the level. At this time let him practice going up
and down a hill, shifting from high to the lower
gears smoothly—with no clashing of gears or
jerking of the car.
I^oint out that, in the lower gears, the engine com
pression helps to hold the car on a downgrade.
Caution the driver never to put the car in neutral
or depress the clutch and coast on hills.

It just can't be done.
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DRIVING GUIDE

BEHIND

PURPOSES:
I. To develop skill in handling the car on the
open highway.
If. To check sportsmanship—that is, attitude toward
other drivers and pedestrians.

For practicing this lesson, select an open highway that includes curves, hills,
intersections, traffic signs, and signals, at a time when there is not much traffic.
?

I. Driving on the Highway;
Let the new driver practice on the highway no
more than 072e-half hour for his first practice
period. See that he has guidance in each of the
following:
1. Observing Traffic Signs-

Note that shapes of signs give distance clues to
meanings. The driver must know signs by their
characteristic shapes and colors before he is
ready for highway driving.
RAILROAD CROSSING

WASNINS

•tEGULAtlON

What is just beyond the hillcrest?
3. Driving at Correct Speeds—

The driver must practice:
Speeds right for conditions.
Normal traffic speeds.
Speed control on curves.
Restricted zone speeds.
Even the shape of a standard traffic sign has a
definite meaning.

2. Choosing and Keeping Correct Lanes-

See that lane habits are established by practice.
The driver must learn to:
Drive in the right-hand lane.
Pass vehicles on the left.
Avoid straddling traffic lanes.
Maneuver to correct lanes for turns.
Keep proper lanes during turns.
Turn into correct lanes.
Keep in right-hand lane:
At hillcrests; on turns.
Avoid weaving from lane to lane.
© American Automobile Association
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4. Surveying the Whole Traffic Picture—

From the beginning of practice in traffic, a
driver must umtch the total traffic picture. He
must be alert to all signs of what other drivers
and pedestrians will do. Help him build the
habit of looking ahead. Teach him to notice
symptoms of trouble-in-the-making:
Children playing ball
Confused or handicapped pedestrians
Cars nosing into traffic
luTatic drivers
(.ars backing into traffic
Bad pavement conditions ahead
Car doors opening on street side
Drivers weaving across lanes
Lnprotected intersections, etc.

5. Following Other Cars-

.Turn steering wh«el
in direction of skid

Help the driver form the habit of carrying out
the simple rule:
Stay at least 20 feet, or slightly over one car
length, behind another car for each 10 miles
per hour of your speed.

Steering out of a skid.

Safe FoUoxvin^

in.
m.p.K.

Distoncc
20 ft

10

After thorough driving practice on the open

40 ft.

20

30

road

6o ft.

50

under normal

conditions,

give careful

practice under such adverse conditions as:

80 ft.
looft—

AO

8. Adverse Driving Conditions—

Rough roads with ruts

Maintain these safe following distances for
the given speeds.

Slippery roads
In rainy weather
Over mountain roads

6. Passing Other Cars-

New drivers easily underestimate the distance
needed to pass and get back into lane.
Pass only when there is distance to spare.
Return to lane only when the passed car shows
in your mirror.

Roads with curves and hills
In snow

h oulder
Warning signals are important in overtaking
and passing.
7. Stopping Distances—

If the new driver has had a demonstration on
stopping distances with a Detonator, have him
describe it.
Review the table below—

Getting back on the pavement without trouble.
The distance 'W should be much longer than
is shown—sufficiently long to permit slowing
down to low speed.

II. Sportsmanship:

STOPPING DISTANCES

IF YOU CO THIS FAST:
Average reaction time
0.75 second
Braking efficiency 44.5%

Miles Per
Hour
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
60
55

60

Equivalent
Feet Per
Second

After seeing
the danger
you will go
this far be
fore you are
able to step
onthebrake:

After you
apply your
brakes you
will go this
much farther
before your
car stops:

REACTIONTIME
DISTANCE

BRAKING
DISTANCE

(feet)

14.7

11.0

22.0

16.5

29.3
36.7
44.0
51.3
t>8.7

22.0

66.0

73.3
80.7
88.0

27.5
33.0
38.5
44.0
49.5
56.0
60.5
66.0

(feet)
7.5
16.9
30.0
46.9
67.5
91.9
120.0
151.9
187.5
226.9
270.0

You will

travel this
total distance
from tlietime
you first see
the danger
until your
car stops:
TOTAL
STOPPING
DISTANCE

(feet)
18.5
33.4
52.0
74.4
100.5
130.4
164.0
201.4
242.5
287.4
336.0

Measure off some of these distances to see just
how far a car will travel at different speeds
before it can possibly be stopped.
3291

Throughout this advanced practice, help
the new driver build habits of courtesy and
fair play toward street and highway users.
See that he:
Uses his own lane.
Signals his intentions.
Yields right of way.
Stops back of crosswalks.
Maintains fair speeds.
Obeys signs and signals.
Follows and passes fairly.
Helps protect pedestrians.
Shares the highway courteously.
Avoids creating emergencies.
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DRIVING GUIDE
PURPOSES:

m

I. To practice getting the car into the street,
IL To give experience in city driving.
III. To give experience in driving at night.

The new driver should have his practice in traffic ajter he has acquired skill
in all the driving operations in the preceding lessons. Only advanced practice
should be permitted on city streets where traffic is crowded and constantly changing.
I. Getting the Car Into the Street:

STOP/'
;CLEAR lNTERSECTION"(3)

'GO AHEAD/
Backing the car into the street must be done with
the greatest care. Watch especially for playing
children.

Check the habits and skills already learned in
getting the car under way. Pay special attention
to the habits of checking conditions in the path
of the car and of using hand signals.
If the car must be backed into the street, a horn
signal may also be needed.
See that the driver:

1. Watches for playing children.

Standard meanings and positions have been
assigned traffic signal colors. Figures in paren
theses indicate standard order of appearance.

II. City Driving:
Have first practice done on quiet, residential streets.
Then give practice in downtown traffic—at first,
if possible, at times in the day when the traffic is
not very heavy.

2. Signals intention.
3. Stops and checks for pedestrians before crossing
the walk.

See that the driver practices:

4. Stops and checks for cars at the curb before
entering the street.

2. Proper use of traffic light signals.

5. Moves the car slowly.

1. Correct city speeds.

3. Yielding the right of way.

6. Enters the traffic at the nearest lane, even though
he may have to turn around or go around the
block to get the direction he wants.

4. Parking as required in the locality.

7. Does not back across the street.

7. Crossing trolley tracks correctly.

) American Automobile Association
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5. Full stops at STOP signs.
6. Signals for stops.

speed

J

/

ill. Driving at Night:

Not this-

TKis>^
ai 5lo\u

Slippery
car rails

Car may skid
along rails

Practice in night driving is desirable, after the
driver demonstrates skill in all the operations in
daytime driving.

Trying to cross slippery rails when the wheels
are nearly parallel to the rails may cause a
serious skid.
In regard to turns, he must:

1. Signal for turns.

2. Shift gears as needed.
3. Use correct turning lanes.
Glaring headlights! Depress your lights when
meeting oncoming cars.
HfHETO
CDRNefl

Be on the alert to see that the new driver:
ARKINC

1. Drives well within the range of his headlights.
2. Judges his car position on streets or roads
correctly.
3. Uses low beam lights for meeting cars.
4. Keeps his speed down to match night conditions.
5. Watches the right road edge when meeting cars.
6. Knows the positions of other vehicles by road
reflection, not by looking directly at the lights.
7. Feels at ease in night-time driving conditions.

Car positions on a six-lane roadway.

In regard to pedestrians, see that he:

irijNIGHT

1. Stops back of pedestrian crosswalks.
2. Stays away from pedestrian safety zones.
3. Shows pedestrians courtesy and helps protect
them.

AM

P.M

AM

Source: Bureau of the Census 1944

Is he deaf?

Almost blind?

Crippled?

Confused?

Be a driver who signals by position.

The

Fatigue and darkness greatly increase accident
risks. Note the rapid rise in fatalities in the
late afternoon and at about dusk.

position of your car on the road shows your

intentions.
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APPENDIX ••D"
SELSCTI33 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FILMS

SELECTED BIBLIOSHAPHT OP FILMS
FOR DBI¥ER SDUCAflON
Souress of Films
1

Aotna Lift Insuranca Cofflpany, Sftfety Education Depart
ment, Hartford 15, Conn.

2

^Bserloan Automobile Association, Pennsylvania i^venue
at 17th, Washington, D.C*

3

^erloan Transit Association, 29£ Madison Ave., Hew
Yoric 19, New York.

4

Castle Filias, 1445 Park Avenge, New York £9, Mew York.

5

General Motors Corporation, Filra Distribution Section,
General Motors Bldg., Detroit 2, Miehlgan.

6

Inter-Industry Highway Safety CosuEilssion, 1026 17th St.
H. t., Washington, D.C*

7

Jam Handy (^ganlzation, £@21 East Grand Boulevard,
Detroit 11, Miohigan.

3

Lui^ermen Mutual Casualty Co., Mutual Insurance Bldg.,
Chicago 40, 111.

9

national Safety Council, 425 H. Michigan Ave., Chicago
11, Illinois.

10

Progressive Pictures Incorporated, 6351 Thornhlll
Drive, Oakland 11, Calif.

11

Bureau of Mines, 0.S. Dept. of Interior, 4800 Forbes
St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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organizations on pagerdS from whoa fllas aay be borrowed or
purehased. Unless otherwise Indicated, all films are 16b^.
and In black and white.
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Hothead'—'IS min,, S»«rchas«—7.
isohlle oooling syateffi.

M oxplanation of th« auto-

Hydraalic8**10 mln., Purchase—t. Brlnelple of hydraulic
pressure as applied to automobile braking eyettiBS*
Is the Drivers* Seat*-!5 ain,, l^an—»6. Purchase—S.
""'Wai'ion-ii'i'de" as^ety program developed Ijy the President*®
Highway Safety C^onferenee to eorreet the traffic evils
growing out of the advent of the automobile.
A Eniaht Fallg*">l§ aiin* i Silent, L©an—»2, Safe practices

"*

m driving a oar.

It*8 Wanton ^rder-»*1.0 »ln., i;^an*«>8» Pttrchase->*2. Tragedy
olf cftreieseness on our streets &m& highways and the
need for nore ceure, consideration and coaasion sense on
the part of drivers. Oowsentary by Lowell thoaas.
Knights on the Hi^way—-t sin., Loan*-£, Purchase—7.
mir"^al vehioie operation and safety in night driving.
Last Pate**l6 nin., l.oan—S. Braiaatisation of events leading up to tragedy in the lives of teen-agers caused
by an automobile accident.
V
Making a V-type Sngine'»*28 ain., Silent, l^an—lO. Techni?al construction of an engine.
Ho gga Skidding—SSaa. Filiastrip, £0 sin., I^an—9. The
hazards of winter driving and how to avoid thea.
On the Level—8 min., Purchase—?, ^e workings of front

and suspension in tfaveling over rough surface.
Periodic Checkup—18 rain., Loan—£, Purchase—4. Mecessary
steps in the periodic checkup of a ear, including
tuning up engine, servicing brake systeai, inspecting
steering system, chaseis and body.
Power—10 «ln., Loan—S, Purchase--?. The workings of the
pistons and moving parte of an automobile.
Power Within—25 min., Loan—II. Principles of internal
'combustion engine, its construction, operation, and
care.
Riding the Film—8 min., Purchase—7.
" ""the "oil systeiB of a oar.

An

explanation of

Seeing Green—-9 tain., Purchase—7. liow traffic lights con'"'trol traffic and promote safety. Different types of
traffic lights and the need for standardization*
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ghort Stopg*>*9 fflin., Loan'**2« Purchase*-?, The operation
of the perfected hydraulic brake, the effect of speed
and road surface on stopping distances and how to use
•toe brakes moit effeetivsly for saooth, safe stops.
Saooth Startif*«9 min.. Loan—2, Purchate-*?. The protoleo
of inertia as it applies to starting autonobiiee*
l%ie clutch as a means of supplying friction evenly*
Speed ^d Reflexes**!! rain*, Loan**£t Purchase**!©. D«»onsiration 'aiil^'"exp!anation of hutaan reflex or reaction
time. Effects of fatigue on reaction* Importance of
natural laws such as friction, gravity, kinetic energy.
Stop that Car**6 lain., Loan—2, Purchase—T. The brakes of
ihe ''aui'otoobi1e, and h&n they operate.
Story of a Storage Battery**3£ lain.. Loan—11* Broduction
oF"sTorage "lattarle'sinspection, testing, and proper
care. Missated drawings visualize action in battery
during charging and recharging.
Teach Them to yive**20 rain.. Loan—2, Purchase—2. Need
for traTning high school youths to drive. How coniBun*
ity public opinion is organized to set up standard
high school driving course.
Turnabout Man**10 min., ISom. or 35faa., Loan—2 (35aii.
only), i^rchase—7. Driving habits and courtesy.
You Know**10 ain., Purchase—7. Essential features
of the car and how they contribute to safe driving.
With Care**10 rain*, Loan**£, Purchase—7. How truck drivers
ffii^'e safety records and highway courtesy.
Tou Bet Your Life**!! ain., i4>an**2, Purchft8e*-!0. Sound
"IGriving practloer. ISie aeaning of signs and signals
aji^ the importanoe of observing them.
Your giving Habits**20 min., Pur©hase*«4. Elements of good
Drivings hoi» to start enginej use clutoli and shift
gears, use brakes, driva on curves, etc4
X Marks the Spot**80 min*. Parohas#**7. Hew Jeraet Motor
l^ehTcTe-^t. of Safety Education, Tre/i+ou, New Jersey.
The traffic experiences of & typical dr*v<sr, Joe Doa.Vee,
and what happens to his '^Spirit."
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BWPhEm»Tmr FILM BIBLIOGRAPHY^
A
""

^ek»-g7 mlia. Eiman interest etory dealing with
traffl© hazards, suggest organised effort to ooabat
traffio toll* Sponsor—Fara Bureau Insuranoe Oo^pan*
ios, 2A$ U» High St., Columbus, Ohio. Broducer**Wilding
Pioture Productions, Inc*

A

ia Red**18 »ln. Efforts of state highway patrol
to curb aooidents. Sponsor**California Highway Patrol,
815 Capitol Avenues, Sacrafitento, California* Pro*
duoer—Qalifornia Highway Patrol.

Md then ^ere Were four**E? oiln. Hahits of five different
' drivers dWing one day, their actions in traffio that
oaused aooidents. Sponsor**Soeony*Vaouua Oil Companyt
ES Broadway, New York 4| Mew York. Producer—Roland
Heed S^oduotions.
Death on the Highwy*-ll ®in. Showing dangers of drinking
ana speeding drivers on highways. Sponsor—Mississippi
State Highwi^ Safety Patrol. ProdUGer^-Kihllc Safety
Pictures, 3d2S Bryan St., Dallas, Texas.
Fatal Seoonds-*10 ain. A eareful, courteous driver takes
one thoughtless chance on the highway. Sponsor—Aetna
Life Affiliated Coiapanles, 151 Fariaslngton Ave., Hart
ford 15» Connecticut. Producer—Motion Picture Bureau,
Aetna Casualty and Surety Co.
fifty-Yard Line**12 ®in. Stressing value of courtesy In
driving to reduce accidents. Sponsor—MfA l^tual
Insurance Company and Missouri State Highway Patrol,
Columbia, Missouri, Producer**liFA Hatttal Insurance
Coapa^y and llss<''}rl Stats Midway Patrol.
For Peto'g S^«**10 ain. Organising school safety patrols
in local cosffiiunlties. Sp©nsor**Martln R. Klgglns,
Pfo.« Pennsylvania State Police, Collegevllle, Pa.
Producer—Order of Owls, S. Oreenvllle, Pa.
SentleBien of the Highway—14 siln. Illustrated safe driving
habits deamndled of bus drivers**acqulred through train
ing. Sponsor—Aetna Life Affiliated Companies, 151
Faralngton Ave., Hartford 15, Connecticut. Broducer—
Motion Picture Bureau, Aetna Casualty and Surety Co.
^fhese fll®s are those on Traffic Safety Included In
a list of all. safety films submitted to the national Coaslttee
on films for Safety, National Safety Council, Chicago.

I«g«m and
ain., Color, feaohlag rudimantc of drSirlag ^rougb driver training courgee. Sponsor«-MFA
Matml Insurance Co., and lileeeurl state Hlgbvay Pat
rol, ColiaiBbia, Mistaourl* Produoer—'MFA l&itiaal Insuranoe Co*» and Bfiesouri State Higt^way FatroX.
iieolE Itoat YQM*re Iii8ging**>g7 fflln., Color. Showing various
ira^flo Gonditions the everyday driver a«st be prepared to neet. Sponsors-Liberty itotual Insurance
Ooapai^, Its Berkeley St., Boston 17, iassaobueetts.
Broduoer*-fiaeter Motion Hcture Company.
Faths of Safety**g7 sin., Color. Efforts of local eoafflun*
Itles to'promote observance of traffic signs, signals,
and general rules of safe driving. Sponsor—Oiclalioma
City Safety Council, 3S3 Hales Bldg., Oklahona City,
Qlclahowa. Broducer*-^lty Moyle Maiters Club, OklaJaoma
City, ma.
B'aetlos MaJces Ferfeet I»lv»r8*»*10 aln. Good drivers becomi
so only ^rougi oonetantawareness of safe driving
habits. Sponsor*«(lenerai lotors Corporation, I'oZlZ
General Motors lldg. Producer—General liters Corp-*
oration, Detroit, Mleblgan.
Hecjfcless or treokless*'*'10 aln., Color. Vigilance of state
police patrol in curtailing highway fatalities.
Spensor**lFA Mutual Insurance Co. and Missouri State
Highway Patrol, Columbia, Mlssiurl. Bredueer*-»MfA
Mutual ^suranoe Co. and Missouri state Highway Patrol.
Safe m fm meel8*-10 ala. lisportance of good riding
H^iis and dl^servanee of traffic rules to bicycle
safety. Sponsor*<«'Aetna Life Affiliated Companies,
ISl Farmlngton Ave., Hartford IS, Connecticut.
SergeMst Bruce Re^rtlna*»S aln. eaeh.. Series of 13 shorts
oovering villous phases of traffie safety, tncludlng
pedestrian, and driver training education. Sponsor—
l»8ibermens Mutual Casualty Company, ^tual Insurante
Building, Chicago 40, Illinois. Producer••B.B. Clardy,
frafflo Safety Fllas.
fhe Case of foaay yucker**'ES aln. How Interest In the safe-»
ty program of a cosMnlty was aroused by one traffic
aocldent. sponsor—'Chrysler Corporation, 341 Massachu
setts Avenue, Detroit 31, Michigan. Producer—Wilding
Picture Productions, Inc.
^e Jay*Walteer—lQ mln.. Color. An eccentric driver becomes
irresponsible pedestrian—humorous treatment. Spon
sor—MFA Mutual Insurance Company and llissourl State

Highvay Patrol, Golufflbl.a» Miseoiirl* Pro4\ioer<»*MFA
Mtitttal Insuraaod Company and Missouri State Highway
Patrol«
We l^iver8»*13 min*, Color. Sood driving teehaiq^ee to
avoid aoeidents with cartoon oharaeters tirging caution
and reoklesenese* Sponsor•^General Motors Corporation,
7*213 Seneral Motors 21dg., Detroit E, liohlgan. ¥ro<»
diieer*->Ja» Handy Organization.
Your Ferait to Drive-»10 mln. Pointing oat the obligations
and pr1^1egee afforded by a driving permit. Sponsor*Seneral Motors Corporation^ 7*S1$ Oeneral ttotore Bldg.
Produoer**09neral liters Corporation, Detroit 2, Mloh.
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AGHlSifiWf FOB. fHE USl OP A 0UaL
CONTSOL BHIVEB Ta.AlHINS OAB

-9SAGRiJEMENT FOR THE USE OF A DUAL
CONTROL DRIVER TRAINING CAR
Between

%

THE AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION

,UB NAME,

flDDRESS.

I

CITY

.STATE_

and

School or College

and

AAA Automobile Club

and

Local Dealer

. THE AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION AGREES TO
1. Assign the school a current modeL five-passenger sedan, equipped with AAA basic dual controls appro
priately lettered and properly licensed.
2. Leave Ihe car in possession of the school for the period agreed upon.
3. Provide the forms for any necessary records and reports.

!. THE SCHOOL AGREES TO
1. Conduct a driver education and training course which meets the requirements of the State Department of Public
Instruction where such requirements have been set up, otherwise the minimiun requirements set forth in the
AAA "Teacher's Manual for Sportsmanlike Driving."
2. Provide the instructor named in the application who shall be approved by the State Department of Public
Instruction (in the case of high schools) and prepared in driver training methods and techniques under an AAA
approved system of training. This instructor will devote the nimlber of periods per week to behind-the-wheel
and classroom instruction indicated in the application.
3. Use the car ONLY when taking delivery or returning it^ when giving driver instruction and when having it
serviced. The car will not be driven by a student unless accompanied by the instructor, or in the case of
teacher training courses, by a practice teacher who has received proper training for the lesson to be given. The
school may use the car for teaching adults at times which will not interfere with the regular school program.
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SECTION MAY RESULT IN IMMEDIATE CANCELLATION OF THIS
ASSIGNMENT.
4. See that insurance coverage is provided for the protection of the school, the Local Dealer, the instructor,
other users of the car, and include the American Automobile Association in the policy as an "Additional
Assured." (No additional cost for this.) The coverage must include at least: (A) 25-50 thousand dollars Public
Liability; (B) 5 thousand dollars Property Damage, and (C) 50 dollars Deductible Collision. (Fire and Theft
insurance to be carried by the Local Dealer.)
5. Permit the use of decalcomanias on sides and rear of the car reading "AAA Dual Control Driver Training Car"
and permit a Dealer courtesy line under each decal in letters not over lYz' high.
6. Return the car to the Local Dealer at the expiration of the Agreement Period in first class condition and with

I

all routine greasing, oil changes, etc., up to date. Upon the return of the car, the Local Dealer and the school
will fill out and sign the "Joint Inspection Report" in the presence of each other. This report is for the protection
of the parties concerned. In case the car is turned over to another school or college, the same procedure
should be allowed to protect the first assignee.
7. Pay for any servicing or repairs necessary to put the car in the same condition as received, except for normal
wear and tear, when it is returned or transferred to another schooL

8. Keep records necessary for making the "Term Report" and submit to the American Automobile Association tl
reports when requested/ such as:
i
a. Notice of Insurance Coverage.
c* Monthly Mileage Report.
b. Notice of Beginning of Course.
d. Term Report (Summary of Semester).
9. Pay all maintenance and expenses incidental to the operation of the car as outlined in the owner's manuc
including especially the following items:
a. Gasoline.
b. Complete lubrication and oil change job at each
1/000 mile speedometer reading.
c. Use of sufficient antifreeze of best quality in the
radiator during cold weather.

d. Storage of car in a safe garage at night and whe
not in use.
e. Car inspection and tune-up at speedometer readinc
of LOOO, 3.000, 5,000 and 7,000 miles by the Loct
Dealer or by a service station he approves.
f. Report, in case car is damaged, immediately to tli
Local Dealer.

10. Take every precaution to see that the car is kept in first class condition both as to operation and maintenanc<
This includes responsibility to see that every user is personally requested to keep the car in good conditio
and is held responsible for any abuse.

3. THE LOCAL DEALER AGREES TO
1. Provide the school for its EXCLUSIVE use a current modeL five-passenger
(make of ca
sedan, appropriately lettered and properly licensed, equipped with dual controls, outside mirrors on bol
right and left sides and heater with defroster where required by local climatic conditions for the period froi
to

.
(Dual controls may be ordered from the American Automobile Associatioi

4. THE AAA AUTOMOBILE CLUB AGREES TO
(Any responsibilities to be assumed by the local AAA Automobile Club such as supplying decalcomanias, du<
controls and other materials should be listed by number below and crossed out of what the school or deal<
agrees to do.)

This agreement shall take effect when SIGNED by persons authorized to act for the organizations involved.
For the School

Title

For the Local AAA Automobile Club

Title

For the Local Dealer

Title

Address
For the American Automobile Association.

J

State

City.
Title

